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					ACE funding success – yay!!!!
Sharing the brilliant news that our Arts Council England funding application to support our upcoming creative professional development opps, (CPD to you), was successful, enabling us to run the ‘Dissecting Aerial’ symposium, March 23rd/24th, the European Aerial Dance Festival, Aug 5th -16th, plus lots of opportunities for more 1-1 mentoring and peer-peer exchange.

We couldn’t be more excited. Stay tuned for further information …..

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Crawdaddy
We can’t wait to tour our new outdoor touring show ‘Crawdaddy’ in 2024. Choreographed last Spring by Charles Linehan we had a blast getting it out there for it’s first initial run, it’s such a fun piece to perform. For more info and to see a short film of the piece >>>>

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Vertical Dance Research Creating International Connections
This time last year we were just finishing up on the final online sharing of a project called “Creating Connections’, a collaboration with Wanda Moretti and Kate Lawrence  funded by British Council’s International Collaboration Grants to deliver a project exploring participatory and inclusive practice in vertical dance.

Aiming to build on our previous collaborative practices in vertical dance Creating Connections‘ drew on the approaches developed in the experimental dance scene of the 1970’s (think Trisha Brown, Simone Forti, Robert Morris) to deepen and develop our practices around inclusion, participation and inviting different and new audiences into our work.

Throughout we were joined online and in-person by long term G&L collaborator and aerial designer Mish Weaver who responded  with simple design propositions for participants to work with in the vertical dance space which might encourage cooperation, trust and play.

 Wanda Moretti hosted week 1 of  the project at the Vertical Dance Centre in Marghera, Venice, where we worked with 15 male refugees, aged between 19 through to 56, from Afghanistan, Columbia, Eritrea, Gambia, Libya, Pakistan, the Occupied Palestinian Territories and Ukraine, from the Rossarol Centre.  It was a brilliant week exploring movement, vertical dance and moving in contact. There was so much mutual trust, curiosity, support and laughter alongside a desire to learn and the sheer joy and simplicity of dancing together.

“Even I, who have sadness in my heart, ended up laughing” – Participant


Kate Lawrence hosted week 2 in Llandudno Wales, at Ysgol y Gogarth where we worked with a group of children with multiple sensory and physical disabilities and their teachers at .

Week 3 was hosted by us in our home town of Brighton, working with professional D/deaf and disabled and non-disabled dance artists in South East Dance‘s gorgeous new building The Dance Space.

 

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Peer to Peer Support Network for Female Aerial Leaders
We’ve just finished up on ‘Etre et Durer’ (a translation of ‘to be and to last’ borrowed from parkour which sounds so much better than the English translation) and was born of a desire to create a peer to peer support network for female aerial leaders and artistic directors.

Jennifer Paterson, All or Nothing Aerial Dance Theatre (Scotland), Chantal McCormick, Fidget Feet (Ireland) and Lindsey Butcher, Gravity & Levity (England) are all EU pioneers of aerial dance; generating, advocating for and growing the sectors in their respective countries over the last 2 decades.  

In recognition of the weight of responsibility inherent within this longevity of practice and to support those nurturing the sector, we proposed this pilot project to test a means of creating ongoing, mutual long-term support; formulating a model of structures to support mid-late career artists and female aerial leaders to sustain their careers.  

We aim to meet in the studio as moving bodies and artists first and our ensuing conversations then flow from that shared meeting of physical bodies, practice and common ground.

The first meeting took place at The Dance Space in Brighton back in June 2022, the 2nd in Stirling, Scotland and our recent final meeting at the Irish aerial creation centre in Limerick, Ireland in March, culminating in a final zoom with other aerial sector leaders around the world  disseminating an ‘action plan for support’.

 

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Inclusive Choreography Grounded and Flying with Stopgap
Artistic Director Lindsey got to offer a skills exchange with ever dynamic and engaging Stopgap Dance Company. Lindsey’s always been interested and intrigued by Stopgap’s inclusive choreography and process of movement translation between disabled and non-disabled people and bodies. And, as you know, Gravity & Levity are on a quest to deepen our inclusive practices, so working with world leaders in inclusivity was a must.

Stopgap is a global leader in inclusivity and dance, driven by a diverse creative team who use dance as a movement for change. They are committed to removing barriers to dance, nurturing the talents of dancers born into any body and any mind. Stopgap are in coalition with a wave of organisations moving towards a better representation of diversity on our stages and in society.

Lindsey was recently invited to attend company class with Stopgap and observe rehearsals for company dancer and choreographer Nadenh Poan’s new work ‘Reflections’. 

Nadenh is a strong and dynamic wheelchair dancer and generous and detail oriented choreographer. He is choreographing a duet for Emily Lue-Fong and Christian Brinklow, two standing dancers and colleagues in the Stopgap team. The dynamic and intuitive duet contemplates Nadenh’s dual identity (Cambodian-British), reflecting peace and wildness through contrasting rhythms and spirited interactions.

“The dancers break down the translating process as a team by observing the spine, effort, focus, direction, rhythm and detail. The process can then move between different bodies until the director finds a version (or a collection of versions) that feel like a united physical language.” – Stopgap on their inclusive choreography and creation process.

This was absolutely what Lindsey had the privilege to witness at play, both in company class and the rehearsal studio.

In October, Lindsey will host the Stopgap dancers at The Dance Space in Brighton to try out aerial dance harness. They will explore how they might combine their skills, applying their honed translation processes and fly differently, together.

You can get an insight into Nadenh’s choreographic practice in his blog post on the Stopgap website. Keep an eye on Gravity & Levity socials for a peek into their collaborations in the studio.

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Inclusive aerial, vulnerability and revelations
Inspired by the change in the seasons, we’re taking this opportunity to reflect on all that’s happened this year. We were grateful to receive a Cultural Recovery Fund grant from Arts Council England earlier this year which enabled us to finally create our own EADF website, go through some deep and inspiring business development and deepen how we as a company approach and talk about inclusive aerial practice.

We loved working with website designer Paul Thompson to develop the EADF site so that we could finally offer online booking for your individual and bespoke festival course schedules, as well as adding online booking to all our other events on our existing website. Both long overdue.

We also got into some juicy business development with the amazing Scott Sullivan alongside mentoring/coaching around access and inclusion with consultants Sarah Pickthall and Vicky Ballaam. Both have been transformative in ways we didn’t expect. Lindsey tells us more…

“It’s really changed my perceptions around what a more accessible and inclusive aerial company might look like – from the foundations up and out.

At EADF this year, I wanted to encourage a space that was also accessible and inclusive to everyone outside of the young white non-disabled bodies we see proliferated throughout the sector.

Whilst it still feels like baby steps, we began by ensuring the communities we wanted to reach were reflected in the marketing campaigns and materials as well as offering subsidised places for people who identify as underrepresented in the sector.

EADF participants were invited to join us in paving the way for a more inclusive sector, one where diversity and difference is actively welcomed and celebrated. In the opening address I spoke of my own disability (hearing impairment) and how that impacts on my life and practice.

This disclosure is still quite raw and emotional for me but the effect of stepping up authentically and inviting others to be honest about how they were feeling was surprising and quite beautiful:- the revelation that vulnerability is a huge strength.

Participants were invited to share any access needs in advance of the festival and also during class so that the tutors could make accommodations, meeting and supporting everyone where they were at. 

These check-ins served to open up a space for *everyone* to be honest and to feel safe in that.

As I said before, it still feels that this approach within the art-form we love is in its infancy but it’s definitely moving in the right direction. Onwards and upwards together.”

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Funding to create international connections
We are thrilled to have been awarded funding by British Council’s International Collaboration Grants for ‘Creating Connections’ working with Wanda Moretti and Kate Lawrence.

‘Creating Connections’ draws on the participatory spirit and inventiveness of the experimental dance work undertaken in 1970’s New York that laid the foundations for the development of vertical dance practice.  Building on our previous collaborative practice and using task-based approaches (e.g. those developed by Trisha Brown, Simone Forti, Robert Morris), we want to address questions around participation and inclusion in our practice and including different audiences in our work.  

Watch our socials for updates on what we get up to.

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Dissecting Aerial Symposium 2023 Date Announcement
2022 saw us deliver the Dissecting Aerial symposium as a hybrid event, reaching 6x more audiences from all over the globe via the magic of video conferencing and connecting to remote speakers for the first time.

It was really exciting (if nerve wracking) to have so many new folks in the room, so much so that we’ve already got dates on the dairy for the next one.

So what are you all up to on 14-15 January 2023? What’s that? Attending a fabulously stimulating 2-day symposium aerial symposium I hear you cry …

We look forward to seeing you there! Tickets aren’t available yet, follow us on socials for ticket release announcements later in the year.

To whet your appetite, here’s what we got up to this year >>> Dissecting Aerial 2022

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Why? Touring Summer 2022
To watch our promo video, see the full gallery and download our tour pack Why production

‘A tour de force of aerial performance, delivering emotional truth in every beat’ Bradley Hemmings, Artistic Director GDIF 

‘…a fully formed work, presented with great control and technical ability by the two performers to a great score, this music catching and reflecting the shifting emotional arc of the work as the performers explored and crossed the limits of their own vertical circles.’ Bill Gee, Producer, IF Milton Keynes International Festival, Inside Out Dorset Festival, Bloomsbury Festival

‘At a time when the mere sight of two people touching in any context can be a challenging proposition, Gravity & Levity’s work proves to be both engaging, sensitive, and timely… as an aerial piece, audiences are able to watch and engage with ‘Why?’ from a distance and in separation – both helpful for programmers, and curiously reflective of the content.’ Angus MacKechnie, Executive Director, Outdoor Arts UK

Photo credit: Mark Morreau

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Vertical and Aerial Dance Lab 2021
So that was the 5 day lab then!

Lovey people in a gorgeous venue and the sun even shone – sometimes! More photos coming soon but keep your eyes peeled on our social media.

We ran technique and creative Labs tailored to 3 levels of experience and skill: Professional, Intermediate and Explorer.

Participants said:

‘Thanks for making such a lovely thing happen.’ ‘The tutors were all so helpful and generous in every way – their attention, experience, understanding and professionalism, I felt very much supported, encouraged and heard.’

And, ‘the calmness and joy and the jumping on the wall – yay!!!!’

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Jo Foley
Hello, my name is Jo Foley (she/her).

Right now, I am living in a shared warehouse in Tottenham, which, over lockdown has been incredibly stressful and suffocating but has had one major positive – access to aerial rigging. After varying experiences over lockdown – the meltdowns, the fear, the grit. Ultimately, it has enabled me to reignite my passion and feel like an aerialist again.

Before the pandemic hit, I was mainly working in the commercial side of circus – corporate events, larger scale arena events, commercials, and cabaret, alongside aloooot of teaching aerial and stretching.

I first discovered circus as a 14-year-old gymnast. My coach had seen an advert for a year long, after school circus project in my local theatre and suggested I auditioned. At the time, I had no idea what circus was but since my friends were doing it, I thought I would too.

We were lucky enough to get to try trapeze, hoop, silks, stilt walking etc. Nowadays, you can book an aerial class almost anywhere but at that time, it just wasn’t around. I had always liked performing and being physical but felt I never quite fit the boxes of ‘actor’ or ‘dancer’, which was all that I understood to be available.

After a year of being directed to create aerial and floor-based acts, I thought, bingo, this is it, this is where I fit, I had completely fallen in love with circus and knew that was what I wanted to do – my parents were thrilled, as you can imagine! I had managed to convince them to allow me to do the year course at Circomedia as a gap year, after my A Levels and then go to ‘real University’ after that.

My year at Circomedia only fuelled my passion for circus but I stuck to my word and went to university. I was miserable. After only about 3 months, I realised that I was trying to shoehorn a trapeze or a silk into every one of my University projects that I thought, this is silly, I clearly just want to do circus. So, I made the brave decision and I left. I went back home to Warwickshire, got a ‘real job’ and trained and trained and auditioned for Circus Space and got in! And then….I broke my legs.

This is possibly the most embarrassing injury story you will ever here but it’s too hilarious not to share. The ‘real job’ was in a clothes shop in a shopping mall in Leamington Spa. I was told it was haunted, (I know, I know…) it was a Sunday afternoon, and we were short staffed. I went to pick something from the stock room and thought I heard the ghost, then the sound got louder and closer and really freaked me out, so I ran out of the stockroom as fast as possible and leaped down the entire flight of stairs, breaking both of my ankles at the bottom. Turned out there was no ghost, (surprise, surprise) but another staff member coming back from lunch. I was wheelchair bound for 6 weeks. I then had to call Circus Space and work out what to do next. I was told they couldn’t defer me until the following year, so if they were clean breaks, without complications, then I should be fine in a couple of months, so come anyway. So, that’s what I did.

The first few months were obviously incredibly limiting. When we had to choose what discipline we wanted to specialise in, I was told that I could do hoop or silks because I was too injured to do anything else. In a way, this is the best thing that ever happened to me because I would never have chosen aerial hoop before my accident. I wanted to something ‘exciting’ like swinging trapeze, having zero forethought about career options. I have had so many wonderful experiences being an aerial hoop specialist. It turned out to be one of the ‘everything happens for a reason’ moments.

After graduating from the degree, I just fell into the cabaret scene by accident. Cabaret has always felt like home. It’s one of the few places I feel like I can be authentically myself and everyone else is authentically themselves, we all accept each other for the weird and wonderful people we are.

As the years went on, I developed into doing more commercial and corporate events, which was great financially. There have been some wonderful experiences in incredible places and I am so grateful for the opportunities I’ve had and proud to have been part of some amazing shows. But alongside this type of work, there was a drip feed of disparaging language, which slowly ate away at my confidence. “the client has asked me to send someone leggy, so I can’t use you for this one, you understand, right?” “We already have enough blondes” “everyone else is 5ft6, so aesthetically, you wouldn’t look right” etc etc. I have always suffered imposter syndrome anyway, so these comments just fed that. I don’t think I realised how bad it had gotten until we hit the pandemic.

At that time, I was teaching so much. I thought that being busy = being successful, so if I wasn’t performing, I should be teaching as much as possible. It had taken a huge toll on me physically and creatively. I was in constant pain from spotting and demonstrating, I had so little time to train myself. When I did train, I was exhausted, in pain and completely brain dead from giving out my energy to other people’s practice, I felt like I was so behind everyone else.

I clearly remember a job in 2019 with a lot of other aerialists and I found myself crying in the toilets before we went on, thinking that I wasn’t good enough. The following day, I was flown to France for a 2-week rehearsal and then onto Mumbai for the shows. The choreographer, (who I had never met before and has since become a wonderful friend and helped me a lot over zoom in lockdown to rebuild my confidence), kept asking me why I was so hard on myself. I had no idea; it had just become normal.

My lockdown, like everyone else’s I’m sure, felt like a huge rollercoaster. I got through by teaching online classes and falling back on an old skill of portraiture (which I hadn’t really done much of since A Level art and my god, starting from scratch with a new art in the middle of a pandemic – arghhh!!) I used to talk about the “lockdown wall”. I’d be ok, I’d just get on with it, ignore those niggling doubts, keep training, keep doing what you can, just get through it. Then, boom, completely out of nowhere, I hit a wall. All hope was gone, all energy to keep pushing on had run out and all that was left was “what the fuck am I going to do?” I hit this wall many times over. Christmas was the worst. That is usually my busy season with so many exciting, fun, and festive events. I am used to working most days in December and then collapsing with my family, eating, and drinking all the things while I recover. This year I had one show. Online. It was great to have done and to have had something to focus on but finishing my act, full of adrenaline, hearing nothing because I only have a computer screen as an audience, no atmosphere and suddenly I’m in my living room in costume and full show make up, it was incredibly depressing. Brexit was also beginning to happen, and we were about to be thrown into a 4 month long lockdown. For a few months there my future felt incredibly bleak.

I reached a point in mid-January where I realised, I had a choice. I get to decide my future. I could keep on plugging away teaching and having no real time for myself or I could use this time as a gift. I lived in a warehouse with access to rigging. Why not spend this time working on my skill and developing my practice?

So that’s what I did, I become the student for a change, I took classes, I worked over zoom with the choreographer I had worked with in France/Mumbai and slowly but surely, over the months, I began to find myself again.

There are 3 important things I have learned from lockdown.

	You can only do what you can with the tools you have at the time. I.e stop being so hard on yourself. Each day your mental health, physical health, creativity, knowledge, openness etc will be different. There is no point comparing yourself on a day you felt on top of the world to a day you could barely get out of bed.
	Comparison is the thief of joy. Stop comparing yourself to other people. If you try to be someone else, you will only be a second rate them, you have plenty to offer when you are uniquely you.
	1.Day. At. A Time. The future can be an overwhelming concept. Truth is, no one really knows what is going to happen. If my career has taught me anything, it’s that one day, you can be walking your local park for the umpteenth time, worrying about not working and 5 minutes later you get a phone call asking you to fly to the other side of the world next week. Or not. You just don’t know. The only thing you do know how you are feeling today. So, take control of that.


Coming out of lockdown, so far, I have only done shows that make me happy. Shows where I feel comfortable. Shows where I can be my ridiculous, silly, nervous, oversharing self and I am accepted and embraced for it. I can do without shows that make me cry in the toilets, no matter how big the agent or the money is.

If I could go back and give my younger self some advice, it would be – stop worrying and keep going. You’re not too fat, too short, not good enough. When I look back at photos and videos of me from 10 or so years ago, I remember how I felt looking at it for the first time. I would scrutinise it if it wasn’t perfect or God forbid there was an ounce of fat on my body, gross! Now I look at them and think, wow that was amazing, I wish I could be like that now! I completely lost all that time to imposter syndrome. You don’t get that time back. We aren’t going to be able to do this forever. Except… I finally learned to embrace that gift of time over lockdown. To work harder and smarter. I feel like myself again, like an aerialist again but more importantly, I’m older, wiser and I’m damn well not going to miss it all this time.

To follow Jo and find and more about her:

Facebook:  Jo Foley

IG: jofoleyhoop

Twitter: jofoleyhoop

Photographer credit: Jenny Dale

Image description: Dressed in a beautiful embroidered and sequinned short white net jumpsuit with matching thigh length stockings and long gloves, Jo hangs from two hands and one foot, in a backbend, looking up towards her white taped hoop.

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Tilly Lee-Kronick
Learning to let go

My name is Tilly Lee-Kronick (she/her)

Right now I’m sitting between two caravans in a warehouse, there is a giant papier maché polar bear at 101 arts centre and I’m cooking chips. Normally I live on a boat in London. I am a trapeze artist, physical performer, singer and dancer, and make multidisciplinary work, interweaving my singing and speaking into my trapeze vocabulary) . I create and perform my own solo work, I’ve co-founded an aerial company with my best friend and fellow aerialist Coral Dawson and perform duo trapeze with the incredible Jonny Leitch. I also perform for companies such as  Stumble Dance Circus , ExtraOrdinary Bodies and Cirque Bijou. I am also a play-worker at an adventure playground for children with disabilities.

As a child and teenager, I loved to perform, dancing in a youth dance company and singing in a choir but I didn’t discover aerial until the age of 19. When I was deciding what to do with my life after completing my A levels, my namesake, close friend and former aerialist Matilda Leyser suggested I audition for Circomedia in Bristol. Despite having never done any circus I decided to audition and immediately knew this was where I wanted to be. After being offered a place, I went to the  European Aerial Dance Festival , where I first met Lindsey and consolidated my love of dancing in the air. At  Circomedia , I specialised in static trapeze and physical theatre and graduated in 2017. It was there that I met my teacher, and now close friend and colleague/director Mish Weaver, who nurtured me to not only push my technique in the air, but to not be afraid to experiment, to be silly and to let go my fear of needing to look “perfect” in the air. My search for letting go started in my third year of my degree, though I was unaware of it then.

I still feel new to the professional world of aerial and one of my four years out in the real world has been during a global pandemic. Things I would advise to my younger self are to be adaptable, kind and open, always keep learning, and don’t be afraid to let go. At the moment I am doing a rural tour of my solo show Ripe, directed by Mish Weaver, and supported by Crying Out Loud and Take Art. The show is a surreal exploration of the expectations I feel are placed on me as an aerialist and as a woman. I’ve learnt a great deal already though only half way through my tour. Performing outdoors is teaching me to be less precious about my shows, it is impossible to have the control you feel in a theatre, and I’m learning to embrace the ever-changing conditions that once would have terrified me! Rural touring is exposing me to new audiences, no longer singing into the echo-chamber of the artsy theatre scene. I am trying to let go of my need to be liked, and instead trying to embrace that some people may find my work odd, challenging or may be even offensive, and if I am touching even one person in the audience then I am doing my job.

Click on this link to watch Ripe trailer

This last year has been tough. At the best of times I find it hard to rest and relax, so a global pandemic, a whole lot of uncertainty and immediate loss of all future work was a recipe for obsessiveness and overtraining for me. The first lock down was particularly hard; I was completely controlled by my obsession to stay in ‘circus shape’. But gradually throughout the year I found my own ways of letting go. A turning point for me was returning to work at the playground, where I had worked before doing my circus degree.

The children I work with inspire me to be uninhibited, inquisitive and find joy or play in even the simplest thing, much like how I aim to be when making circus work. They took me out of my head, and really reminded me to be less self absorbed.

Pre-pandemic, I had it in my head that taking time off circus would mean I wasn’t a circus performer anymore. All the things I wanted to do that would require time off training; travelling, studying or volunteering, would have to wait until I was finished with my circus career.

Over the last year I discovered that having time off training, didn’t mean I was no longer a circus performer. Re-emerging into the world of training and performing has been difficult and I’ve felt rusty but my sense of self-identity as a trapeze artist is starting to return.

I feel luckier than ever to be part of a supportive community of circus friends and colleagues, as we are able to share this feeling and re-emerge together. I hope that I can carry this sense of letting go into the future as work continues, finding inspiration in all aspects of life, and as silly as it sounds remembering that circus is not the be all and end all. This is not to say that the last year has made me doubt my love of aerial, but more that I hope learning to let go can help me find a more healthy relationship to training and hopefully help me make more interesting work.

When I am struggling, I tell myself to “Hold on to your equipment, hold your nerve, hold in your core but let go of your pride, let go of your self-judgment and let go of your need to impress”.

To follow Tilly and find out more about her work:

IG:  Tilly

Facebook: Tilly

Image description:Framed against a Summer night sky, silhouetted trees and festoon lights, Tilly is caught mid roll with the trapeze bar placed in the front of her hips and her knees tucked tight towards her chest. She wears black knee high trapeze boots, a white satin top with blue trimmed ruffles across her chest and hips and chats nonchalantly with her clearly delighted audience through a head mike.

Photographer unknown.

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Ben Brown
‘Around the Retail World in 380 Days’.




Hey! I’m Ben Brown, I’m an Aerialist, a Coach, a Husband and a dog dad to a very cute Pug, Major.



My journey into circus was somewhat conventional, I was a Sports Acrobatic gymnast, a sport still missing from the Olympics, and at age 20 I made my way to what was at the time The Circus Space now The National Centre for Circus Arts. I was never an academic child and this combined with a toxic bullying atmosphere at my senior school did not make a good recipe for decent GCSE’s. So at 16 I left school and started working in a Supermarket. 4 very long years later and an unjustifiably bad colleague review from my manager at the time I said “Fuck it” and that was it. I made my way to London and I’ve never looked back. After graduating, I’ve performed on the 2 biggest stages in the world, performed on cruise ships, and the cabaret scene around Europe, performing as a soloist but also alongside my husband Jonathan as our duo act ‘Little Finch’. ‘Little Finch’



That was until March 2020. The reason I’m typing this with a very dead arm. The joy of being vaccinated in your writing arm because you’re a right handed aerialist.



When lockdown hit us in March, like every one else, all of my bookings, future gigs and classes disappeared over night. What made that harder was both myself and Jonathan were not eligible for the SEISS Scheme, mainly because our last three years earnings had been abroad and even though we had put them through the UK Tax system, we were told foreign earnings were classed as PAYE and told to seek furlough from Germany. (Insert side eye here)



So with no income, no support, a mortgage and a 3 month old puppy, we had to find work and find it quick. Luckily our housemate at the time was a manager for Holland and Barrett, and a week later I started full time in retail fully looking back at that pre-circus version of myself. I pretty much stayed in H&B as a temp until November 2020, after taking all the shifts possible across multiple stores sometimes for weeks on end I was finally made permanent and found myself reinstalling all of the tills across the region in 28 stores. After doing that I was made supervisor of a different store and I pretty much ended up as store manager as my actual manager was quite often no where to be seen most days. So whilst trying to learn everything about all of the products, a legal requirement, lead a team and direct a store I had no business doing, working 50 hours most weeks I had totally forgotten about Circus. Except when a song I or someone I knew used for an act played on the radio, which I found myself not being able to listen to. As my circus life slipped away so did my mental health. My body dysmorphia worsened, I could no longer recognise my face and the bathroom scales didn’t match the mirror.



During December I started working on an idea I had had for a while, which was to start my own circus school dedicated to Aerial Hoop. What I was thinking during a global pandemic where nobody could leave the house I don’t know, but somehow it worked. I announced plans for a 6 Week Intensive Course and also online Weekend Intensives which sold out overnight and slowly circus didn’t look so far in the distance. Before everyones Zoom Fatigue I was at one point teaching 4 or 5 different courses each week whilst working at H&B full time, building a new website, creating new clients for the 6 Week Course (Thanks to the incredible support of Business Coach/best friend Ulrike Storch), teaching at another circus studio and also online classes for The National Centre for Circus Arts, sometimes hilariously in the stock room of Holland and Barrett. Luckily with the success of  ‘School of hoop’ and shows on the horizon for May 17th I handed my resignation into retail and headed back to make up and stage lights where I am currently back on my beloved Cabaret Scene and also extremely honoured to be performing as part of Bernie Dieter’s Berlin Underground. Bernie Dieter’s Berlin Underground



So yeah, that was my Around the Retail World in 380 days. A tiresome but definitely growing experience, not one I’m ready to repeat anytime soon, opportunities that otherwise would never have materialised through grit and sheer determination, a year of wonderful Wednesday quizzing (nod to Chastity Belt Cabaret  ) and raising a puppy who is now a cheeky and equally lazy nearly 2 year old full time good boy.



What I love about circus is the community, our strength together, our creativity, our chosen family and love for our shared passion. I was recently reminded of how fickle that can be when someone I considered a friend of 10years saw me in a show, said nothing and left without saying goodbye, so I’d like to ask if not beg really, as our world of wonder that is circus comes back, as our passions reignite and we get too busy and only see each other running around from gig to gig, say hello, be kind and help a circus sibling out.



As circus has made its way back in to my life, so has the familiarity of the face looking back at me.



You can find me over on Instagram, say hello!



@benbrownecirque

 @School_of_Hoop

@duolittlefinch



Websites –

www.benbrowncircus.com

www.duolittlefinch.com

www.schoolofhoop.com



Photo credit: Bertil Nilsson.



Image description: Set against a grep background a hoop hangs into the top 3rd of the frame. We see the top of a head and shoulders of a figure dressed in a light grey top and grey trousers, balancing on both arms in a horizontal position. Their whole body is framed within the hoop with their split legs extending beyond to the side.



					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Rebecca Rennison
Who are you /how do you identify?

I’m a woman. I’m an aerial dancer, based in London and originally from a very exciting (!) small town near Nottingham. It has taken me a bit of time to write this blog as like with many others I’ve read, I felt a sense of imposter syndrome about having anything to add to this wealth of experience in the blogs here.

It turns out quite a few felt the same – so I will share…..here goes!

Where are you now and what do you do?

I am currently between Falmouth and London working for Yskynna vertical dance company and I feel very lucky to be doing a short contract. I have a thing where I want to do too many aerial apparatus – Hoop, Silks, Rope and Straps … and now I’m currently working on an aerial Spiral – which is new for me!

I tend to feel like I can’t concentrate on one discipline as another calls for a job or because I will get more obsessed with it at a certain point in time. Sometimes this has good points. I can chameleon myself into a job, roles’ demands… other times, (or at least I used to) get frustrated with my lack of progressions in level of ‘technique’ in each discipline. Jack of all trades and master of none springs to mind 😉

I also teach aerial – and have done even more due to the endless lockdowns. I taught either online or 1-1’s in my garden and also when things have been open – in the usual way. I enjoy teaching and I’ve always thought once you can teach a specific skill it really helps you to understand it as well.

What was your pathway into the professional field of aerial?

I started with dance, studying at The Liverpool Institute for Performing Arts. I came across some trapeze classes when I first moved to London and quickly realised that it was going to be very expensive to try and do this all the time….. I’d fallen in love though and I really had to find a way to learn!

I saw an advert for a dance role at Circus Krone . It was/is a traditional touring circus in Germany – animals and all. I learnt so much there but also had to do a bit of a ‘180’ in terms of my views on animals in circuses… (as a kid, myself and a friend tried to set free a zebra from a local circus).

Some of the animals there were being housed as zoos could no longer afford them whereas Circus Krone could feed and house them. Some trainers had literally grown up as small children with their big cats. There was a mutual respect and something very special.

Some elements I didn’t agree with of course but my plans to free animals from circuses didn’t seem like that was going to be better option for them. … I’m digressing ……

Anyway, the trapeze troupe gave me a hoop to practice on everyday of the contract but no mat… and I tried to get as good as I could without knowing any ‘proper’ moves and just figuring it out.

Having access to the equipment though made a huge difference and when I finally came back to London I was able to get a job as a dancer/aerialist. This really helped me to transition from a dancer who could do a bit of aerial to more of an aerialist.

I’ve always loved training and I kept trying to find ways to train in London, there was so much to learn and building the upper body strength was hard for me. I did classes at so many places, at MAH  and a 3-month course at Gravity

In the last few years I have taken private lessons when I can. There are so many different approaches to the body. I just want to absorb it all!

To your younger self or to artists emerging now I’d say:

	Don’t stress about it – you are good enough! I’ve been stressing about that for my entire working career and yet I’m still working now, (10yrs after graduating in Dance) so… (hands up emoji)!!!
	Work hard
	It appears that no one really knows what they are doing either and we’re all just trying to make things happen. I’ve only just realised this……so it’s ok if you don’t know either. Just do you best.
	Learn about rigging- so you can spot if something might go wrong, because it can. Don’t always think that the people employing you or the venue knows everything about aerial rigging, they may not and so the more informed you are, the more likely you can spot an issue.
	Stretching and strength do go together 😉
	Be ready for the work and the work will come. I always forget about that one.
	People you meet will come back into your life and ask you to do wonderful projects or jobs.


I also think of circus as a healer. Circus helped me work my way out of eating disorders, by giving my body a reason to be strong and healthy. Once I found the reason to care for my body – there was no turning back. I do believe Circus can transform people, and thats why I love it so much.

I realise that being creative, whether that’s making an act, a piece or even a sequence is a practice for me……you have to keep doing it .. I can’t forget that. It’s keeping your soul happy, everyday.

During the lockdowns I was running a lot of HIIT workouts and other workout stuff and I didn’t leave much time for creation for myself. Now I understand that’s very important to me, I try to leave room for it.

I recently delved into making a movement film, as many companies and freelancers did. I met Joan at MAH who is an 80 yr old aerialist. I was so inspired by her and so many people in our circus community that not only lost their livelihoods, but had also overcome, or were overcoming huge injuries or events to their bodies.

The resilience of people is actually incredible. We can all get through it, trust your body, it has limitless potential. If you fancy checking it out, it’s here:  Joans Dance 

I hope that the Arts and Entertainment industry continue to grow back, stronger than before. I think we’ve all been through such a huge grief, our livelihoods, our culture (live show culture) and community was stripped away from us and held back for so long.

I think I’ve realised that there really is a place for us, and a need for art and escapism. Maybe in the back of my imposter mind I thought that we weren’t important enough – to use Boris’s terrible phrase ‘essential’ enough. However, anything that takes us away from the fear inducing dialogue which is constantly weighing down on us is absolutely vital… less fear means less stress – which means less of the hormone cortisol – equals better functioning immune systems and there you have it – circus arts is a community health service 😉

Anyway I’m trying to lighten up more these days, after all it can all be taken away in an instant ..….so enjoy yourself!

Thanks for reading,

Becki

To follow Becki and find out more about her work:

Facebook: Rebecca Rennison

IG: bexi_

Website: Rebecca Rennison

Photo credit: Andre – @dancers diary

Image description: Against a black background and dressed in a short, scoop necked, blue unitard, Becki hangs from a white covered rope and looks directly to camera. A black lampshade overhead casts light on her as she hangs, legs split, from one hand, with the rope passing behind her top knee and looped over her free arm.

 

 

 

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Amy Panter
Hello I’m Amy Panter, she/ her.

I define myself as an aerialist/equestrienne, (if that’s a thing), teacher and costume maker, although for the last year ‘unemployed’ seemed a more apt description.

I grew up on a farm in rural Scotland so outdoor life climbing trees, scaling barn walls and straw bale pyramids, (this is incredibly dangerous and I don’t condone this, its just what we did back then). Riding bareback in sunny stubble fields and being bucked off my pony many, many times was everyday life.

I had a lot of freedom and independence – seriously my dad would blow a horn to call us in for lunch – and exploration and creativity was always encouraged. My performing side started in ballet, but I was a keen gymnast too and at the age of twelve discovered the sport of equestrian vaulting, probably one of the more bizarre sports ever invented but unbelievably addictive, encompassing all of my passions – dance, gymnastics and horses and I was hooked .

I had just lost my mum to cancer and looking back not only do I thank vaulting for instigating my career but also giving me something to focus on in the aftermath and trauma of the following years as I continued to lose what was normal, solid and home to me. For the first and not last time in my life I learnt the value and escapism of movement as therapy and healing.

I made the Scottish Squad and thus competed for Britain until I retired at 18. I loved it but competition life was not for me, too many rules and small print, I just wanted to perform – hence circus! I auditioned for the degree program at NCCA, surprisingly got in and three years and one BA Hons degree later I was thrust into the world of circus and had absolutely no idea of where I was going next.   I spent the next few years doing any job I could get, I worked in cabaret, theatre, street shows, corporate events and a bit of film and TV mixed in there to boot. It sounds great on paper but it was tough and I didn’t thrive, self-belief is a constant battle for me even to this day and at many times has held me back. It would have been easy to give up but my thankfully stubborn attitude got me through and teaching on the side allowed me to survive and I kept going.

It was a small company called Jive Pony run by Rebecca Musselwhite who came to my rescue. A vaulting based show it encompassed comedy, theatre, dare devil riding, clowning, stripteases on horseback and honestly so , so many carrot treats in my bra – costume didn’t have pockets. There ensued some of the best five years of my career. It was graft; long days, heavy lifting, challenging, all weather shows, mucking out in my pjs at 7am, being upside down on a cantering horse on the side of a hill with your fake eyelash stuck to your cheek but still manage a cheeky wink to the audience as you fly past, learning to talk on a mic for the first time, learning to improv and yell at the audience when said mic customarily broke, but boy did I learn about performing and I loved it.

Since then I’ve done well and gone from one great show to the next. I’ve performed in some incredible shows over the years, too many to list, from huge arena shows on a world stage level to tiny street festivals but I refuse to define myself into one category even if others do, at the end of the day I’m a performer and as long as I have an audience I’m happy.

I still struggle with confidence, self-belief and body image, imposter syndrome definitely runs strong as it does for many in my field. Predominantly, I think there is so much variety for those who choose a career in circus, where no one path is the same, and where this should encourage innovation and trail-blazing, you also have anxiety and self-doubt. In this case I try to take myself back to my sixteen year-old self and go well you wanted to be different right?

In 2016 I joined two companies ; The Dream Engine and Buffalo Bills Wild West Show in Disneyland Paris, both of which allowed me to live the dream performer life, travelling, learning, being part of an ensemble, challenging myself as a performer – I mean seriously, speaking french with an American accent, on a galloping horse whilst shooting a winchester rifle, in front of a audience of 900 wearing a head mic so you can’t swear when it goes wrong or your horse just decides he’d rather have the night off -(love you Baritone but my god were you a dick at times). Both companies allowed me to grow as a performer and in confidence – I seriously learnt the value of fake it till you make it. To anyone doubting putting themselves forward for something, ignore your feelings, say yes, fake your confidence, do it, then do it again. Before long you won’t feel like you’re faking it because you’re just doing you.

I was seriously living the good life when the pandemic hit, I’m grateful for everything I had but it made the shock all the more. I believe in positivity in the face of adversity and trying to make the most out of every situation so I used the time well – time off for a start to rest and recuperate, seriously appreciating the lack of pressure (mainly self-pressure of course), honing my sewing skills and self-studying costume and clothing design – thank you youtube, home training as much as I could, getting back to vaulting training properly for the first time in years, time in the countryside (thank you Becca) and of course a new found passion for gardening. It wasn’t easy at times and I’ll admit my mental health isn’t always great but I find solace in staying busy, I’m good at that, and I had faith that shows would eventually start again.

And they have! Slowly, very slowly but we are steadily getting there and I’ll be forever indebted to the team at Dream Engine for keeping me employed, without them I think I would of felt very lost. Sadly the Wild West Show closed its doors permanently after 25 years, it was incredibly sad to see happening but I’m forever grateful to the people who supported and helped me and proud of my time there.

Getting back into aerial training was tough. I hadn’t had regular access to an aerial point for the entire year and I was battling injury. All my time over the last few months has been dedicated to teaching all hours to make ends meet and due to lack of space availability and fitting it around teaching hours, I was feeling my mental health really start to slip. However when and where I could I made sure I could just get in the air and move, it didn’t matter what I was doing, or that I couldn’t do some of the stuff I was doing before but that I was just moving and starting to feel like me again. Movement = therapy ;-).

It’s still a rocky road and as for many others, last year brought up some tricky questions like age, being good enough and is this a precedent to stop – before quickly realising I didn’t want to stop. I love what I do, so bollocks to that and anyone who says otherwise. The perfectionist in me will never think I’m good enough but the year off allowed me to become a student again and realise I love to learn and increase my knowledge, so it’s an opportunity to re-evaluate and change your perception too. I’m not good at that yet, but I will be.

Thanks for reading, and apologies for the probable bad grammar,

Amy

You can follow Amy and find out more about here:

IG: amypanteraerial

IG: amypantercostume

Website: Amy Panter

Photo credit: Bryn Musselwhite (with Mr Bean from Jive Pony)

Image description: Against a black background above a sandy floor, Amy dressed in a white strappy leotard, pale tights and ballet shoes hangs by one knee from a white taped hoop which drops into the centre of the photo. Below, Mr Bean, a beautiful white pony, immaculately groomed pony stands centre frame, turning his head back towards Amy and nuzzling into her outstretched palm as she offers her performing partner a treat.

 

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Suzon Gheur
It was really nice to hear from Lindsey in March 2021.

But wait ….. she wants me to participate in the Grounded aerial blog!! What? Me? Really? Am I a note worthy aerialist? Is my journey interesting? What the F can I say?

I’ve always had those inner thoughts and the pandemic exaggerated them.

Lock down, isolation, lost of sense, no more reference, incapacity to project myself in the future, lack of motivation, fear of training, body falling apart,.… You know the thing.

And yes, the impostor syndrome has me tight in his arms.

Here is a quick peek of my journey of circus life.

My name is Suzon Gheur, I’m 31 years old, I would feel better and happier in a world with no gender but I identify as a woman.

I do aerial dance trapeze and Cyr wheel. I love movements in general, in the air, on the floor, with objects.

I’m from Belgium – Brussels, which is were I live at the moment.

I grew up next to the circus school ESAC, I started circus at 12 years old, I found in it the physical challenges I’ve always craved (I wanted to do competitive gymnastic as a child but my mom didn’t allow it by fear it would aggravate my competitive behaviour).

I auditioned for schools but failed, became a certified circus teacher (with the pedagogy training of the ECB), then finally decided, for real, after meeting Fidget Feet and their encouragements, to pursue a career as a circus artist at 26. I did 2 schools (NECCA and Carampa) and BOOM!!! –  All the facts are there now for me to call myself a circus artist!

I’ve been kind of having a falling out with circus since just before the pandemic. I lost the fun in a sea of self pity and judgment. I feel I don’t have the level I should for someone who has done all the training I have, and it makes me feel awkward to train in front of others, to sell my work, to call myself an artist. That sea blocks me creatively and technically, I can’t find the motivation to train.

So thank you Lindsey for calling me an aerialist!!!!

Even though that is happening, I found the time in the pandemic to develop a project I had in mind for a while, I got funding for it, (thank you Europe) and my first full length solo show is almost finished!!!!

It’s crazy how contradictory it feels, that it’s in this time of struggle that I decided to create my own circus show.

Nonetheless I really enjoy seeing that dream coming true and I’m really proud of it’s message! “TEARAWAY – DON’T PUT YOURSELF IN A BOX”

I have to thank Chantal McCormick, for the bit of magic she brought back through the weekly creative chat she organised with the artists who were supposed to have a residency at the Irish Aerial Creative Intensive, during the 1st lock down. These magic chats helped me (re-)start TearAway*.

To my younger self, and to any other emerging artists, I would say: 

“if you want something, go for it but don’t do it alone! Don’t be scared to ask, the circus community is made of awesome people so ask for help, talk to people around you, listen to their advice, get support and make a proper plan. 

Just because you can’t do it something straight away that it doesn’t mean you can’t do it at all. Some things take time. So don’t judge yourself, be patient, and allow yourself to learn and maybe to fail. Do not let the fear stop you, be brave, see what your are lacking and work on that.

And more important, don’t lose the joy!!!!”

There is one more thing I want to talk about: How gender binary the aesthetic is in aerial. 

It took me a really long time to appreciate my style. Even though I really enjoy developing it and I dream of it inspiring younger artist toward their own style, I recently realised how present the pressure to look elegant is still in my mind every time I move in the air.

I did a Chinese pole workshop last week and I felt free and light. I had 3 layers on, I was sweating like crazy, had black marks on my face for the rubber coat, bruises and burns on my biceps and I felt great. No one was looking at my belly, my ass or the fluidity of my inversions, not even me.

That’s when I realised the aesthetic weight was still there. 

My goal is to find the joy back and feel 100% free with myself in the air. The community around me is joyful and free, I’ll get there I’m sure. And my show TearAway is gonna awesome, check it up. ;D

Follow Suzon and find out more about her work:

https://www.facebook.com/ciebreaked

https://www.ciebreaked.com

Photo credit: Alex Allison in the Gare Maritime – Brussels.

Image description: Caught mid flow, Suzon, pale skinned with short cropped dark hair arches backwards with joyful abandon over her trapeze, arms outstretched, with one foot wedged into the trapeze elbow and the other arcing towards the floor below. Dressed in blue/black shorts and a long sleeved yellow top  she colour coordinates with the pale blonde wood and metal beams from which she hangs in the maritime museum courtyard.

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Ziggy Slingsby
Ziggy.

I am an aerial artist, teacher and shiatsu practitioner.

At the moment I am living in Bristol, getting back in to teaching my regular aerial classes, building up my shiatsu body work practice and next week taking my final shiatsu exam.

I started aerial when I was about 25, at the time I was working for a participatory arts organisation in Nottingham. I was learning Russian at evening classes and went to see Moscow State Circus with a friend in the hope of meeting some Russians to talk to. I did not get to practice my language skills, but instead I saw something of incredible beauty and simplicity.

The image of a solo female performer on a rope, simply lit and climbing to the highest point of the big top has stayed with with me since that day. I left the show that night knowing I wanted to be an aerial performer. I do not remember her name or what tricks she did, but it is the wonder of this memory that I carry each time I perform rope. Whoever you are beautiful rope woman, thank you!

It took me a few years to work it out, build up the courage and save up money. I did a week long course with Circus Maniacs in Bristol, a few weekend workshops, followed by the Circus in Performance course at Greentop Circus in Sheffield. Finally I moved to Bristol to train at Circomedia . Since then I have performed and taught aerial professionally for 12 years, completed an MA at  DOCH University of Dance and Circus in Sweden, created my own show Two Legged Animal and worked in different counties. Really, I still feel like I am just starting out.

A couple of years after I left Circomedia I received some Shiatsu from a wonderful practitioner called Alice Hartley. I did not know anything about this form of body work, but I loved it and again a little voice in my head said “I am going to do this one day, not now, but later”.

In 2013, I got very ill. I had a virus the year before that left me with constant swollen glands, a sore throat and tiredness. I was juggling performing, teaching, creative projects and a complicated personal life. I tried to hide it from friends and colleagues because I was ashamed of what was happening to me and afraid that I could not cope with the aerial training, which I loved so much. Eventually I was diagnosed with chronic fatigue and post viral syndrome and advised to take a break from everything for a while. I took a couple of months off, but being self employed I never really felt safe and secure enough to rest fully.

Despite this I managed to carry on my career in aerial, but the experience left me with a sense of physical and emotional distrust in myself and my ability to do my job. Throughout the past eight years shiatsu has been a constant support for my health and aerial work, first receiving and more recently learning how to practice with The Bristol School of Shiatsu. Slowly I have learnt to be more open and ask for help when I need it, take time out and feel part of a brilliantly supportive community of aerialists and performers, even when I don’t feel good about myself.

The advice I would like to give to my younger self or anyone starting out in the world of aerial is “You are unique and will do things in your own way, take your time and trust in your own abilities. The bonds you build with people in your training and art are invaluable, make time for friendships especially when things get tough.”

This past year and the experience of the pandemic has felt epic and turned me upside down more than a few times. In this year I broke up with a parter who I really love, because he is not ready to have children and I turned 40. It has tested my love of both aerial, shiatsu and working self employed in the arts. At times I felt like my life has been a long string of massive mistakes and I craved the security of a job with a salary, my own home and family unit. Despite this, my desire to share with others through my creative and body work continues.

On the other hand, having the forced stop of my normal work and activities gave me time and space to take in my experiences of the past 15 years and start to rebuild my self trust. In some ways I have been given some of the rest and reflection time that I could never quite give myself when I had chronic fatigue. It created time and space to explore more somatic movement and qigong, unravelling some of the tensions and questions my body has been holding on to for a long time.

I have felt less inclined to train aerial over the past year. My body has changed, less muscular, softer and although I don’t feel like it is time to give up aerial, for the moment I am enjoying space for new directions in my life.

Returning back to life after a year of lockdowns I feel physically weaker, fresh and raw, but something about that feels exciting too.

Whats next? Once I finish the shiatsu course, I hope to take a break then write an Arts Council application to bring my aerial and shiatsu skills into one practice, researching making new work with other aerialists and feeding back knowledge in to the aerial community.

See more of Ziggy’s work here:

Watch my rope video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_NuzdZOeMP0

Watch trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBpShOq0chM

Image description: Wearing an ornately embroidered flesh sleeveless top, a female figure arches backwards, the right side of her head nestled against a white cotton rope. One arm is bent behind her back towards the rope whilst the other reaches forwards, fingers curling back towards her body. Lit by a single bright white light overhead, her body from the waist down disappears into the shadow below.

Photo credit: Paul Samuel White

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Shaena Brandel
Who are you /how do you identify?

Shaena Brandel, she/her

White, Irish (I am very much Anglo Irish as I’ve been in the UK since I was 5!)

Where are you now and what do you do?

I am an aerialist, circus artist, Co- Director of Pirates of the Carabina (POTC) and an aerial teacher. I am based on a farm in South Somerset with my partner Barnz and our son who is 11.

What was your pathway into the professional field of aerial?

I went to Circomedia in Bristol when I was 18. I had no previous experience of Aerial or Circus. I had done a small amount of dance, theatre and lots of music as a child.

I saw a tech rehearsal for an outdoor Aerial show at Glastonbury Festival when I was 17 which changed my life, and I didn’t even see the show! The company were rehearsing on an aerial rig, (I am still not sure who the company was) and I was instantly grabbed by the physicality- strong women in the air trusting themselves and each other, and I said to myself ‘I WANT TO DO THAT!

The following September I went to Circomedia for a 3 month introductory course. It was a big shock to the system- my body was not strong at all- I was tall and thin and it took me ages to build up my strength and coordination. I wanted to stay for the year ( it was a foundation course as there was no degree at that point) and they said no. It was a massive blow to my confidence to be turned down, but as there was an amazing supportive circus community in Bristol I started training with a great group of people at the Albany Centre and we supported and encouraged each other. I also took classes with Jackie Williams (Circus Maniacs), Mike Wright and  Abigail Yeates (then GenCo) and seized every opportunity that I was offered. I started training with my best friend Helen Finch, and we set up a duo -Cirq-U performing together for 7 years.

Your wisdom and lessons learnt; what advice would you give to your younger self and to any artists emerging now 

Follow your heart, working in the creative arts it is the thing that will sustain you the most! Find your own way creatively, there will always be people who are technically better than you, so as long as you cultivate your individuality you will do well. Make your own work, be brave. Cross train- I think Pilates has been the thing that has done my body the most good and sustained my Aerial career. In the first lockdown I also discovered Barre, and I highly recommend taking a class, I try to do 1-2 classes a week now.

Share something that’s not in your biography.

After I had my son I was really impatient to get back to Aerial and performing. I did a project with my sister (Dancer Tara Brandel) in Ireland 3 months afterwards and my first show back was at 6 months (At Glastonbury Festival in the Circus Big Top). I think I was desperate to prove myself and that I could do it all! In retrospect I wish I had taken more time. I wasn’t really physically strong enough to perform yet, and children grow so fast and you don’t get that time back with them.

Over the last 10 years my relationship with performing has changed. It is still something I love doing, but my ego is less involved now- I don’t HAVE to do it anymore. It is part of who I am but it doesn’t solely define me. I still love exploring and developing my physicality, and that is the strongest pull to keep doing Aerial.

And any specific learning from the year we’ve just had? 

As an aerialist/artist in my early 40’s, having time over the past year to be introspective has been amazing, and something I don’t think I would have made happen otherwise. I am well aware how privileged that sounds- I have been teaching teenagers Aerial and ‘Floorial’ remotely (and in person when possible) over the past year, and I know how hard COVID restrictions have been for that age group particularly.

We have a small 5m high workshop at home so I had been very lucky to have access to training throughout. Training at home can feel very solitary, so I have taken online classes, taught and trained and created work remotely with my sister, Barnz and others. During the first lockdown POTC had some emergency funding for a remote project- PLACEDISPLACE with some of our core Circus/ visual arts freelancers. We trained together, and shared creative ideas making a series of short films about the process. And Barnz and I have also been part of an amazing remote creative project DevolutionEvolution with Tangled Feet

As a company our whole approach to making work has changed a lot over the past year. It has given us time to re-evaluate, and be mindful of the way we work. A large majority of our budgets now go straight to the artists we collaborate with as without them we wouldn’t have a show or company! Barnz and I are currently making and previewing a new outdoor show Pirate Taxi, which we have written & directed between us with a brilliant team of creative collaborators. Whilst touring our bigger shows currently feels v complicated because of Covid/ Brexit etc. Pirate Taxi is a show on a smaller scale, with only 2 performers and a completely sustainable set/ infrastructure based around a London Taxi. It is really a reaction to these times.

We will be touring the SW this summer- Circus Around & About with the rural touring network supported by Crying Out Loud & Take Art.

See Crying Out loud for further details.

I hope this time for reflection, and continuing to question what we do and why is something we will take forward into our future way of working and living on this planet!

You can follow Shaena and find out more about her work here:

Twitter: @ShaenaBrandel@Carabinapirates

Insta:  @Shaena.brandel  @piratesofthecarabina

Website: piratesofthecarabina

Photo credit: Jo Newton

Image description: Wearing yellow trousers, a long sleeved top and in near silhouette against a bright blue sky, a woman dances in an aerial hoop, suspended from a large aerial rigging truss. One foot stands inside the hoop whilst the other leg extends high up to catch behind one of the rigging ropes, as she arches back over the top of the hoop, arms extended sideways.

Below her, an audience sits around the edges of the stage, entranced by her performance.

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Amanda Miles


Grounded with Amanda Miles

From her early experience as a young dancer to founding and running her own aerial studio, Amanda  draws on her experience of a career spanning over 30 years in the entertainment industry, as a former theatrical agent and TV producer to the present day.

She shares her thoughts and and talks about the business of creativity.

You can find out more about Amanda and her studio and follow her here:

Instagram:  my aerial home

Facebook: My Aerial Home

Website: my aerial home

Image description: Wearing a brown strappy leotard with white trim, flesh tights and a big smile, Amanda hangs from a white covered rope. Legs crossed, she appears to sit upright mid air. With one arm she holds the rope overhead, which then loops and crosses around her shoulder, waist and hips, tracing a sort of figure 8.

Photo credit: Dan Pluck Photography  Pluck photography

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Emma Poole
From imposter to feeling ‘grounded’ in the aerial world

My name is Emma and I am a 26 year old aerialist from Liverpool, England, who after many years is starting to finally feel a little grounded.

Growing up as an extremely timid girl in a very ‘loud and sure of itself’ city, always made me feel like I was in the wrong place. Scouser’s, (the name people from Liverpool give themselves) say, “I’m not English, I’m Scouse” and are made from loyalty and a distinct accent. However, growing up I was never really certain about anything and didn’t really speak enough to perfect the accent. The one thing I was sure of was that when I went to dance class, I felt at home. It was my favourite time of the week and it was where I could really let go of masses of insecurities and just move. This passion grew, and grew, until I was studying a contemporary dance degree, 40 mins into the countryside, with a bunch of talented strangers. Up until this point I had got by on sheer passion and excitement but this was when everything got a bit ‘real’.

My first lot of grades hit me in the face with a ‘what are you doing here’ and provoked sheer panic that I had been living a lie this whole time. It was around this point that I found an aerial silks class in the loft of an old building in the city where I climbed, foot-locked and cross-back straddled to my heart’s content.

This was my escape from the impending sense of the imposter syndrome on my dance degree that would greet me every morning after the counts 5, 6, 7, 8.

A mixture of the need for distraction, the lovely people teaching the class, and the joy of being off the ground made aerial my new home and I went to as many classes as I could afford and drive to.

After graduating, I came across Fidget Feet’s Irish Aerial Dance Festival (IADF) in the summer of 2015 where my love for the aerial world grew and I was inspired by just about everyone there. After another three weeks in Ireland with Fidget Feet that winter, ( the Creative Intensive), I made my first aerial act which I performed on silks, eyes closed, which I thought was an ‘edgy’ idea at the time but turns out it’s just something I do when I perform anyway. Aerial silks were my thing and I loved moving through the tangles and untangles. As it was all fairly new to me the pressure was off and I was happy making mistakes.

I then found myself in Darwin, Australia shadowing aerial community classes at Corrugated Iron where I first learnt how to teach aerial to the loveliest bunch of teenage girls you will ever meet.

After a year of traveling around the outback and poking my head into different aerial studios across the country, I came home equipped with lots of new skills and excitement to teach them. I was only home for 10 days, (to my family’s dismay), because Ireland had pulled me back again.

I ended up teaching for 2 years at the Irish Aerial Creation Centre with my first groups of students whose names I will never forget. Teaching for me was a constant struggle as it involved speaking loud enough for people to hear, which I was never a fan of. Mumbling or movement were my go-to for communication so this threw me so far out of my comfort zone, I could barely recognise myself! Luckily, Fidget Feet allowed me to start performing which I really loved. Performing is a piece of cake compared to teaching and I got to travel to beautiful places to doing what I loved. The dream!

During this time, the imposter syndrome found a way into my new career plan and the constant feeling of not being good enough, just grew and grew. It felt like a secret I had to stop people discovering. I changed my eating habits and increased training because somehow, I felt if I was physically smaller and always in the air, it would disguise my lack of skill. I ended up in schedule of constant work/training with no free time, leaving me moody and constantly hungry. I can see now that the struggle of trying to juggle my busy, yes saying life, was impressing no one and it only left me feeling more inadequate and exhausted.

I then moved to Edinburgh where I began performing and teaching for All or Nothing Aerial Dance Theatre alongside travelling around with Fidget Feet. I worked out I was on a flight almost once every week and barely spent any nights in my own bed that year, and though traveling and performing made my heart SING, it was taking its toll on my body and my relationships.

The pandemic forced a stillness on me which I very much needed, and I don’t think I would have listened to in any other circumstance. After the immediate fear and panic for this devastating thing that was sweeping the globe, I succumbed to the slow lockdown life and had chance to sit and reflect on the madness of the last few years for the first time.

I discovered that for years I have tried to morph myself into the perfect/ideal dancer and aerialist and change my schedule accordingly to be the best fit. I no longer believe that. Working till burnout didn’t make me the hero thought, it made me tired, hungry and not nice to be around, (sorry Matt).

Now I have had space, I have an idea of what I want to do and not just what I think I ‘should’ be doing at this point in my life/career/day/hour/moment. I feel free and excited. I know if someone would have told me this at 18, I would have rolled my eyes and thought it was a ‘cop out’ but now, when I think of the hours I used to spend, letting a piece of fabric squeeze my kidneys when I didn’t want it to, it makes me think why???

Now that I have a better balance of work/training and life, I feel like I enjoy every moment of being in the air and that I’m the most creative in the air that I’ve ever been. I’ve also dropped the narrative, that I need to be the aerial teacher who makes all their students ‘fall in love with aerial in an instant’ and who will help them ‘progress at the perfect rate to all become aerialists themselves’, and this has made life so much easier. From feeling like an imposter in my hometown, a feeling I thought would always be with me,  I have now let go of the crazily high standards I made up for myself and as a result, feel less like an imposter every day.

If I was to give my 18-year-old self advice, it would be to take your foot off the gas, take the pressure down a few notches and get off the struggle bus. Try and enjoy that unmatchable feeling of flight without listening to the voices that tell you that you are not good enough and you shouldn’t be doing this. There will be challenges, of course, but try not to sacrifice the love that brought you there in the first place.

I am currently studying a master’s in psychology and my dissertation is looking into self-esteem and body image of aerialists. Only part way in, it is clear that many people don’t feel worthy of being an aerialist and making their own work due to their body type or what they look like.

I am REALLY hoping word spreads that ‘the ideal aerialist body/ height/ weight/ background/ flexibility level/ pull up PB’ does not exist and we can all stop trying to morph ourselves away from who we are, and just enjoy the flight.

Love, Emma

You can follow emma here:

Insta: @tangledinair Tangled in air

Photo credit: gbdancestars  gb swimstars gb dance stars

Image description: Against a black background, a white woman with long dark hair and dressed in an electric blue unitard, is tangled in amongst billowing white fabrics, as if caught mid flight. One fabric is wrapped tightly around her thigh, calf and foot of her bent top leg and held in her opposite hand, whilst the other wraps loosely around her lower extended leg and shoulder. Her eyes are closed, her face directed upwards.

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Justine Squire
Grounded with Justine Squire

Hello, my name is Justine Squire and I identify as a woman. I am an aerial and acrobatic circus artist, activist, seamstress, lover of dance and a certified dyslexic. Writing is not my forte so I apologise for any grammatical issues with my contribution.

Where are you now and what do you do?

I am writing to you from my bed in Bristol (UK), dizzy on painkillers and recovering from a recent surgery around my womb. When the world, and my body allows it, I create ,train and perform (almost) too many aerial/acrobatic disciplines to ever be on top of them all.

Chinese Pole and Corde Lisse were my first circus loves, and are still what I am drawn to today. I have been performing for 14 years, and have also been invited to direct shows a couple of times. Currently I am working on a wonderful project focusing on “the sentience of trees” with the Whispering Wood Folk.

What was your pathway into the professional field of aerial?

I used to feel like there was a defining moment that took me to circus, but honestly there were a mountain of moments that led me to that path; From climbing around on my dad, up buildings and in trees as a kid, or carrying a dressing up bag with me everywhere I went, watching  Knee high theatre in the fields near Bren-Tor, (a village in Devon, UK), enthusiastically attending my super basic after school gymnastic classes, to discovering poi and dancing with fire in my hometown swimming-pool carpark.

When I chose travelling and volunteer work instead of applying to circus school around age 19, I thought I had sabotaged my last chance at making circus my life.

But then in my first year at university I found a pair of stilts at a party, loved it. I made a pair for my friend and we hitchhiked to Edinburgh fringe with the stilts, some fabric, a bag of chocolate brownies, and stepped into a world we had no experience or clue about. I am forever grateful for the welcome we received from the generous and talented performers we encountered there. Stilt-walking, hula-hooping and winging our way through the festival, on the final night we managed to get tickets to see  No Fit State Circus’s show “Immortal” and it blew my mind.

From being a child at the Greenham common protests, to campaigning and activism throughout my youth, university intensified my focus on the issues I had fought for over the years. Facing these in the essays I wrote on poverty, conflict, colonialism and environmental degradation I became overwhelmed. Knowledge can be powerful, but sometimes it can be crushing. Without hope you can be drained of the energy you need to take action.

Watching the artists in that show not only perform physical impossibilities but with a playfulness, grace and such artistry, it unhinged my perceptions of reality and gave me hope, of what we can do, of what humans are capable of.

I got it. My desire to perform circus was no longer antithetical to my passion for the issues I cared about. I realised performance was an invaluable way of reaching people’s hearts and imaginations and giving something more meaningful and transformative to the world than continuing down the road I was on. (Total respect for anyone who persists in changing policy. It is a vitally important path and ultimately, we are all in this together. If your skill and heart take you in that direction, I admire and commend you on that journey!)

On a practical note, it took a year for this to sink in, during which time I searched for circus schools and asked everyone I knew where the best place for me go and train was. A friend of mine in Bristol got in touch as she was working in the office of a circus school in exchange for training. She had just got a job performing abroad so let me know of the opportunity opening up. I applied and got in!

No-longer holding myself back from this thing I had wanted for so long, I launched myself at the training with everything I had. My teachers where incredible and I took every opportunity I could find to perform. I would make new acts every show and sew the costumes the night or even hours before the gig. After circus school, I took a 2-year course in contemporary dance as this was the direction I wanted to take my work. I am so grateful for the community of artists that I found along this path and for the work I have had the honour to be a part of and contribute to.

Wisdoms, lessons learnt and advice for those emerging now

	You can push yourself to do just about anything but this doesn’t mean that you should. Following your heart will give you more energy, focus and reward than any other option.
	Try to listen to your body. This one I always struggled with and often resulted in my body screaming at me, so I get it’s not easy and training aerial makes you feel like you want to ignore or suppress your basic instincts, like stopping when something hurts, but rather than shut it out completely try to keep the communication open. You’ve got to live together and that relationship works best when you’ve got each other’s back.
	Nurture your own voice within your work. It is as important as developing your physical skill and it takes practice and time to build up trust with your inner creative force. Keep saying yes to it, allow yourself to follow your curiosities thoughts and ideas, give less importance to the inner critic as he/ she/ they will tear you down. You are valid and your creative spirit is unique.
	It’s ok to change your mind, life and people are flexible – honesty to yourself and others is paramount.
	The world and life is more abundant and generous than you can imagine. It’s hard to see this one at the moment but you’ll be amazed at what unfolds if you are open to it.
	Do a rigging course, know your equipment always double check your safety!


And any specific learning from the year we’ve just had? A hope for the future?

Wow Covid – such mixed emotions!

A year before it hit I was on the streets of London with Doug Fransisco of the Invisible Circus as a Red Rebel, asking for the world to listen to the earth and change our approach to it.

11 months later…. well I don’t need to explain the rest.

Losing all your work makes you see which jobs you miss and care about and recognise those that did not feed your soul. I have seen how friends who have never applied for arts council funding before have dug deep into their passions and put their beautiful and inspiring ideas on the table.

I have thought a lot about how I can create work which aligns more closely to what I care about and what this could look like in a world where we prioritise the health of our planet.

Don’t get me wrong it’s not been a breeze. One thing Covid has definitely done is make me face the stuff I would rather be too busy to engage with or look at. One of those things for me was my health. I have battled with endometriosis for 24 years and it has been a crippling condition, gripping my life with an unpredictable and terrifying schedule of pain. Covid amplified the problem, because of this it also helped me to finally face it head on. Last week I went under the knife having finally got it diagnosed and cut out with a specialist surgeon.

Sometimes things get nasty to highlight the stuff that needs to change. This doesn’t make it any easier to go through but I hope we can find the positive transformations from these tough times.

You can follow Justine and find out more about her work here

Website: Justine Squire

IG:  Justine Squire

IG: Justine Squire costumes

FB: Justine Squire

Photo credits: Christophe Chaumanet

Image description: A young white woman, wearing pale coloured, tattered, high waisted trousers with braces and a long sleeved t-shirt, stands on a vertical Chinese pole. She is folded from the waist, one arm holding the pole overhead as her lower arm reaches down towards her feet. Her face is turned upwards, eyes closed, towards the light and her long dark hair flies away from her face.

 

 

 

 

 

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Katharine Arnold
Hi, I’m Katharine Arnold, and I identify as a female dinosaur, (scaly aerialist skin and have been around for a very long time).

It’s an interesting time to be asked to write this blog, as not only have we all had an enforced period of reflection, but I’ve had two surgeries, one very major, which has made me rethink the trajectory of my career – more to follow.

I’m what I consider an accidental aerialist, in that I never had formal circus school training and it wasn’t originally part of my career plan. I did a lot of ballet, theatre and music from a young age, and have a BA Hons in Performing Arts specialising in theatre. It was at university that I first became interested in physical theatre, inspired by companies like DV8 and Complicite.

A company called  Fevered Sleep came to make a show with us, and we did some stilts, juggling, and most importantly trapeze. Cheese alert, but it really was a love at first touch moment for me, and I started going to evening classes at Circus Space, (now NCCA), for the remainder of my degree.

When I graduated I was bobbing around between dancing in commercial pop videos, acting in fringe theatre shows for pennies and a pint, and trying to train as much as possible. After a year of flitting about I got a job at Bloomberg, a finance company, and tried to convince myself that wearing a suit and earning real money was a good step for me. But when, after a few months, a friend suggested I should audition for a new, small touring circus called Gifford’s, I packed my bags and went off to live in quarter of a woodlouse-filled truck for a summer season (I swept them out before I went to bed). Clambering around the tent helping to put up the festoon lights and being part of a circus community made me feel happy and like the me I wanted to be, and I’m very lucky to have never had a ‘normal’ job since, 20 years later.

For the next couple of years, a flying trapeze company called The Flying Dudes took me under their wing, trained me in flying trapeze and rope, and we toured a show called The Flying Dudes Rock’n’roll Circus, which was an outdoor extravaganza where we all played instruments in the band (I play piano) and swung/spun around having the best time. These guys instilled a raw passion and determination in me which I’ll be forever grateful for, and it’s where I feel circus really stole my whole heart.

After this I was offered a year’s contract in an all female rope troupe at the Freidrichstadtpalast in Berlin, and while I was living there I started training hoop at the circus school in my spare time. When I got back to the UK, the corporate market was beginning to flourish, (see! Been around forever!) and I spent a few years doing the obligatory splits in the silks, making great money but missing the theatre of shows rather than events.

I started touring with Take That on their huge scale spectacular stadium shows, which was amazing, but I started craving more and more the feeling of creating acts myself.

Then, one night when I was out with friends on my 4th vodka, I had a call from a friend who was working in the  7 Fingers production of Traces. There’d been an injury and they desperately needed someone to come in and learn the show…for the 2pm matinee the following day! I sucked up the hangover, did the show, and the next one and the next one, and ended up performing the role for a little bit, during which time the producer of La Soiree , (previously La Clique), my favourite ever show, had come in to watch and offered me a job for their next season.

That was it….once I was on that little round red stage, I was in love with cabaret, and spiegeltents, and crystal-embellished costumes and backstage tequila and using whatever music makes your soul sing and choreographing your own dance on whichever equipment you want to be on, and having your audience so close you can smell their perfume.

Since then I’ve been incredibly lucky to have choreographed for plenty of big events, spent a year on Disney’s Dumbo – a major feature film where I worked with incredible people, got to be on a stunts team, have creative input and coach the main female star. I’ve toured with  Cirque Du Soleil (including performing at Madison Square Garden, which was quite a bucket list tick), and performed regularly for a couple of years at Le Lido in Paris, a city I fell in love with and feel very at home in. It’s all been a brilliant ride. But…I think I am still at my happiest in a mirrored tent or a dark smoky room with the audience right in your face.

It was on my 2nd day of rehearsal in Montreal with Cirque in Autumn 2019 that I developed an intense stomach ache. New show, new cast, new company – I tried to ignore it and carry on learning the choreo. But when by the following day I was doubled over in agony still trying to say “no no don’t worry I’m fine!” (the perfect combination of being British PLUS a circus performer – not wanting to make a fuss and used to ignoring pain), the physio sent me to the ER. I had a CT scan. The doctor informed me that as they suspected, I had appendicitis, but that in addition, they’d found a large 8cm tumour on my pancreas which was the potentially more worrisome issue. I had further tests and the conclusion was that the lump was benign for now but was likely to turn malignant at some point, and so needed to come out as soon as I finished the contract and returned to the UK. My surgery was booked for late March 2020, and then….Covid hit. I had a phone call to say that my surgery date had been cancelled and they weren’t sure when I’d be able to have it. This was the first point at which I started to feel properly anxious, as the delay could mean the difference between a large unpleasant operation, or something much worse and much scarier.

I ended up being rebooked for June. I had the tumour and half of my pancreas removed, spent two weeks in isolation in hospital, up to my eyeballs in fentanyl (that was the good bit!), but worst of all, they had to slice through my entire abdominal wall. A whole life of conditioning my body and suddenly I had no abs, no core, couldn’t sit up for 3 months, couldn’t lift a kettle (and I am 90% Earl Grey), and certainly had no idea whether I’d ever be able to rebuild them enough to go in the air again. But suddenly, lockdown was my friend.

If there’s one thing I would say should be the number one mantra of any artist it’s this : never give up! I had the time and space to concentrate on my physio and little by little, an hour or two every single day, I began to get stronger again. By Christmas a leg lift still felt like a pipe dream, but I could hang and shoulder shrug. Eleven months later (and a surprise smaller second surgery) and I’m finally feeling nearly as strong as my old self. I’ve got a large pirate scar right across my stomach and my abs will never look the same, but more than that, I don’t FEEL the same. In this new landscape the world and the creative arts look different for everyone, but I’ve also been reassessing the direction I want to take. I feel it’s more important to make things which are meaningful and personally fulfilling – I’ve designed and made a new prop which contains the potential for a story I want to tell – and I’ve realised I can be just as satisfied offstage as on, directing, choreographing, teaching. I’ve become fascinated by rehabilitation, and how technique and science can have such a massive impact on our bodies and how we train. I teach on the degree at NCCA and have a whole bunch of lovely guinea pigs (sorry students, if you’re reading this!) to try new strengthening and core-centric exercises on.

I don’t profess to have any profound words of wisdom to impart, but the things I’ve always tried to stand by are : work hard. Always do your job as well as you can possibly do it. Keep learning, keep training, keep exploring. Watch shows, see things, fuel the passion. Say yes to as many things as you can. Don’t be an asshole. Be generous. Everyone is important. Really feel music. Leave some space in your acts and value your audience. Raise an eyebrow wherever possible. Never underestimate the power of hairography. Chocolate is your friend.

Thanks for reading,

K

You can follow Katherine and see more of her work here, (including the above mentioned scar, shot by Anna Strickland. It’s quite impressive):

Instagram: katharinearnold 

Video link: Katharine Arnold 

Image: A white woman with shoulder length, platinum blonde hair, hangs from a hoop by one hand, her legs split as if jumping and her free arm outstretched with fingers in a V sign. She wears a red and white leotard, decorated with diamante, fish net tights and what appears to be, a glorious puffball cloak. She shouts joyfully to an obviously appreciative audience below.

Photo credit: Alistair Veryard

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Erin Ball
Grounded with Erin Ball

Content warning: intense subject matter surrounding amputation

My name is Erin Ball and my pronouns are she/her. I identify as a Mad (from the Mad Pride movement) and Disabled circus artist living on the traditional territories of the Missisaugas of the Ojibwe: Kingston/Katarokwi (Ontario).

What was your route into aerial?

In 2008 I attended a busker’s festival where I saw people doing partner acrobatics and it motivated me to start taking circus classes.  I took classes and private lessons as often as I could in both Toronto and in Vermont. Eventually I found a gymnastics club in my city that let me use their space for aerial arts. People started asking me to teach and after learning how, I opened a small company that offered lessons. I began performing and teaching in 2010.

In 2014 I got stuck in the woods in the winter for six days and it resulted in severe frostbite and having both of my lower legs amputated as well as spending the next 11 months in the hospital. I thought my time with circus was over but after I wrapped my head around the fact that Disability is not inherently bad the way that stereotypes often suggest, I began re-learning how to move in my altered body. I discovered that it actually offered so many new possibilities and creative puzzles. I eventually started teaching again and focusing on access and inclusion in circus arts.

What lessons have you learnt through your career?

This is a huge question so I will choose a few lessons to highlight.

Question everything. Who is not in the room? Why am I teaching the things that I am teaching? It is something that I am passing along simply because it’s the “way it’s done” or is there a safety concern? Rethink aesthetics. Pointed toes are overrated. There is no such thing as cheating if it’s not hurting us or others. Disability is not what I thought it was. Community is everything. Large systems are at play that create power imbalances…as individuals, we can create change. Keep learning.

What advice would you give to your younger self?

Dear younger self who is worried that you have nothing of value to share in terms of stories and performances:

You do. Take the time to learn how to put movement on stage first and learn from others. Make all of the mistakes. Enjoy it. Stories will come when they are ready. You will have so many stories that you won’t have time to put them all out. This is all part of the process and all of it is valuable.

You can follow Erin and find out more about her work here:

Insta : arts@legacy_circus @erinballcircus  @kingstone_circus

Facebook: Erin Ball , Kingstone Circus Arts ,  LEGacy Circus and Erin Ball coach and circus artist

Image: A single rope hangs from the ceiling. Erin, white, is wrapped in the rope, mid-air. She wears a green skin tight bodysuit and has mid-length red hair in a side ponytail. Her lower legs end below the knees. Below her are mannequin legs with plants and vines flowing out of them from the top. She hangs, upside down, just above the mannequin legs, and touches the plants with her hands.

Photo credit: From the piece InterTwined, commissioned by NAC English Theatre for “The Green Rooms: The Earth is Watching Let’s Act” and was presented as part of the 2020 FOLDA Festival. Artistic director, Joel Baker. Artist, Erin Ball. Choreography, Michele Frances.

 

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Dawn Pascoe


Dawn talks frankly about her career change since her creative partnership of a decade ended last year, her personal challenges of returning to work after giving birth, and the power of telling your truth onstage. She shares some insights and thoughts which could give you a giggle too.

You can follow Dawn and find out more about her work here

Website: Natural Wings

Insta: Natural Wings

Image: A white woman in a yellow dress, hangs off a trapeze by one elbow. One foot is on the floor as she kicks red dust high up into the air, arching backwards and dropping her free arm behind her.

Photo credit: Anton Blume

 

 

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Amelia Cavallo
Owning My Identity and Building Healthy Habits

Who are you and how do you identify?

Hello. My name is Amelia Lander-Cavallo, or sometimes it’s Tito Bone when I’m in drag. Tito is your average blind nonbinary bisexual drag king who wants you to smell the world through their nose, ya know? That’s pretty accurate for me in or out of drag. My pronouns are they/them. I’m a slim Mediterranean white human with a brown buzz cut, a big nose and a big smile. I have deep set brown eyes that wiggle and dance around. I like wearing bright colours, including when at home in my pyjamas which is what I have been living in for the past year. I also have greatly decreased how often I wear underwear… if anyone’s wondering. Turns out I only ever did that when leaving the house. Yes I am actually blind. Yes I can actually do aerial. No that in itself doesn’t make me inspirational. Sorry bout it.

Where are you now and what do you do?

Right now, I am near Croydon, London sitting in my office with my window open to my back garden – a statement that still feels odd and wonderful to make. The fact that my wxfe and I currently live in a house that we can afford without sharing with strangers is wild to me. That was not how we started the pandemic.

What I do seems to fluctuate at the best of times, and this year has been no exception. I usually just say “theatre practitioner” which is a slightly wanky term that encompasses most of what I do. Underneath that label the jobs actor, musician, singer, composer, circus aerialist, drag king, burlesque performer, academic, dancer, university lecturer, director, workshop facilitator, access consultant and trainer. This year, many of these jobs have been put on hold. At the same time, the performance project and soon to be actual business my wxfe Al Lander-Cavallo and I started called Quiplash , has really taken off. Quiplash exists to take space for Deaf, disabled and neurodiverse folks who identify across the LGBTQQIA+ spectrum. Through Quiplash, Al and I have found ourselves riding the wave of organisations taking time and resources to reflect on their practices to try and do better. This means we are doing a hell of a lot of training and access consulting. We are doing a lot of talking to others about best practices for inclusive and accessible performance without really doing much ourselves, which is new for both of us. Although, as summer is coming and restrictions are lifting, there are glimmers of potential for me/us to get back onto the stage, even if digitally or remotely.

What was your pathway into aerial?

My pathway into aerial was through the run up to the Paralympic Opening Ceremony in 2012. I am from the United States and immigrated to the UK in 2006 to do my masters degree in music theatre. Without realising it, I landed in a bit of a golden age of disability arts. I think because the Paralympics originated in the UK, there was a pride in showing the best of disabled people, so a fair amount of money and resources were given to disability led work at that time. I was so new to this country and to working professionally as an adult that I naively just assumed that was how the UK was… ahhh ignorance was bliss! I was lucky enough to get free training from a company called Cirque Nova where I had one on one training with aerialists, jugglers, hand-standers and tumblers. It was through this that I found out I really liked being in the air. Alongside this, Graeae (grey-eye) Theatre started working with the National Centre for Circus Arts or Circus Space as it was called then. We met weekly to train in aerial arts specifically. This led up to a four month programme where myself and 42 other d/Deaf and disabled artists trained like athletes to perform in the Paralympic Opening Ceremony, something I still hold as a major highlight in my career.

During the Paralympics, there seemed to be this three week period where disabled people were shown on TV, where social justice for disabled people was talked about openly in mainstream media, and where we disabled folks felt like stuff was changing for the better. Then the Paralympics finished, and with it, so did that representation and those conversations. Very quickly after that, austerity set back in and we were all left to fend for ourselves. Luckily by that point, even though the regular programmes for training that I had been in were stopping, I had enough resources and knowledge to continue training myself, so I did. I found myself working professionally as an aerialist mainly in theatre. Often times, folks wanted aerialists who could sing, or singers who could aerial which became my “thing”. Most recently, I’ve started to incorporate aerial into my drag self, getting Tito in the air whenever possible.

What lessons have you learned throughout your career?

Lessons I’ve learned throughout my career are to have many strings to my bow. I know that list of stuff I do seems… a bit arrogant. But there’s a reason for it. Disabled people don’t get to go into mainstream spaces often. If we want to make work, we often have to do it ourselves. So we learn to do everything. All of my favourite d/Deaf and disabled artists are examples of this. I also think it’s a good thing to acknowledge that I’m good at a lot of stuff. It feels rebellious to be like “yes, I’m awesome, wanna work with me?”

I would also say that this year specifically, I am learning how to let go of the idea that my job and my identity are the same thing. For example, I haven’t done aerial in over a year. I think if I was maintaining the idea that I am anything related to my career that I am not doing right now, my mental health would suffer (and has in the past). I have done aerial. I really miss it and hope to do it again when I feel safe. It is something that I love, but it isn’t who I am. I think artists who feel lucky to have their job find this distinction difficult, and I get it. But assuming your job is your identity is super capitalist – individuals are worth more than what they can do for others (She Ra reference for y’all there). Also, it perpetuates a potentially toxic idea that one “needs” to perform “no matter what”… people are dying. I don’t need a live audience that badly. So yeah, I love and miss my job, but I am not my job. That is a massive lesson that I work on daily.

What is in your bio that people don’t know?

Something that isn’t in my biography that folks don’t know about me is that it’s taken me a long time to figure out how queer I am. Most who know me now and have only met me recently will probably be surprised by this, but I didn’t come out as bi until I was around 30, and I only owned the term nonbinary a few years ago. There are a lot of reasons for this, but the main one is that I literally thought everyone thought gender was weird and that being heterosexual wasn’t “really” a thing. I also worried that I was weird for thinking these things, as a lot of queer people do. Of course, since jumping into my queerness properly, I’ve become a lot happier, married a wonderful humxn, and infused my identity into my art – note the difference, my art is not my identity, but my identity can be reflected in my art. Is that a contradiction? Probably.

Advice to your younger self?

 If I could give advice to my younger self it would be to find queers. FIND QUEERS they will help you. I had that help with a lot of disabled people, and I will forever be grateful for that. I was missing huge parts of my identity for a long time though. Also, get therapy, ASAP. It will help you figure shit out.

Advice for someone starting their career now?

For others starting their careers, see above. You. Are. Not. Your. Job. If this statement makes you feel defensive, pause and ask yourself why. What are you needing to prove? Can you do that thing you need to do without wrapping your identity into whether you succeed or fail at it? What would that really mean for you if you did? Trust me as someone who has fully burnt out multiple times, having boundaries around who you are and what you do means you will be more likely to build healthy habits into your practice. These habits are so much easier to instil when you don’t have to undo toxic ones. Learn early on to say no. Take breaks. Allow yourself to fail. Allow your career to shift as you do, even if that means at times letting go of things you get huge amounts of fulfilment from. Love your job, but find space from your job. Do NOT try to monetise all your hobbies. You will struggle to relax if you do. Thank you for coming to my ted talk.

Any specific learning from the year we’ve just had? A hope for the future?

Other than what I’ve already said, I think I’ve learned that things happen in cycles. I go through phases in my life and in my career. Right now, I haven’t done aerial for a year. I have a pull up bar on the door of my office that taunts me daily because I know that I can’t do even half the amount of pull ups I could do a year ago. Am I still an aerialist if I can’t do a pull up anymore? I mean, yes, if I want to be. But I also don’t have to be if it doesn’t make sense right now. That doesn’t undermine what I’ve already done. In terms of applying this idea of cycles to the wider world I live in, the cycle we are in right now is interesting, and really scary and sad… and also a bit exciting. There are more individuals and organisations than I would like who are still after a year of a pandemic wanting to “go back to normal” whatever that means. Normal for me meant a lot of inaccessible and/or queerphobic spaces. It also meant seriously overworking myself for what currently feels like no reason. I don’t really want to go back to that. But there are also a lot of individuals and organisations who are quietly keeping their heads down and working on themselves by instilling good habits into their practice. That makes me very hopeful. I don’t believe that the world is going to magically get better. I don’t believe that covid is going to end this summer and that we will all be able to go back to licking the floor like we use to (ahhh those were the days). But I do believe there are initiatives that are working to make more space for folks like me and for folks who have more barriers than me. I think working to do better is a radical act, and that makes me excited. I mean, maybe there will even be another little golden age of aerial training in 2022 where a new wave of disabled folks can get trained, and maybe I can get back to training and make my pull up bar proud. But of course, if I don’t, that’s also ok.

Find out more about Amelias work here;

Co-founder of Quiplash
Facebook @quiplashlondon

Insta @quiplashlondon

Twitter @quiplashlondon

Photo credit: Mark Allen Smithfield

Image: Amelia is dressed in drag with an 80’s fitness vibe, they are standing with one foot wrapped into  the middle of 2 red aerial silks and the other extended forwards. Amelia is wearing fluorescent lycra, including leg warmers, wrist and head bands, and a big smile. Their eyebrows and beard are covered in bright blue glitter.

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Milton Lopes


Milton speaks of his background as an actor, director, musician, writer and aerial artist and of his upcoming show ELEPHANT, which was due to premiere in 2020.

He also shares his upbeat thoughts on what’s coming up; ‘Society will need artists. people will want to go out and see shows. We’re going to have an amazing opportunity to shine so we all have to be ready.’

You can follow Milton and find out more about this work here:

Instagram : Milton

Twitter: Milton

Facebook: Milton

TikTok: @1000lopes

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Lyn Routledge


Lyn shares with us her journey, from her beginnings of doing overseas development work with Oxfam and VSO, into her long and productive aerial performance career and an honest account of the year that’s just been. She speaks of the frustrations and unexpected delights of lockdown, reminds us of importance of the Arts and shares a clip from her most recent project, Corvus Angelicus that so wonderfully illustrates this.

You can find out more about her work and follow Lyn here:

instagram  Lyn Routledge

website: corvusangelicus 

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Christina Zauner
I’m Christina, a 26 year old Aerialist, Circus Performer, Dancer from Austria, based and living wherever work and Circus takes me.

My pathway into the aerial world was a combination of being in the right place at the right time, taking risks, socialising, a lot of training, acceptance, pain, determination and having a lot of fun, by myself and with the people I met on the way. I would like to share this journey with you.

The first time I touched aerial equipment, was the day after I decided to say yes to a job, without really knowing what I got myself into.

I was in the last year of my dance education in Vienna, and I started doing little gigs, performing at small events. Someone asked my friend Maria and I if we could sit on a hoop and move around for a bit.

I can’t remember what the event was, but since I always liked to challenge myself and it was not the first time I’d chucked myself in at the deep end, I said yes. I just thought, I can figure out how to do this, until the day of the job. In the end the gig didn’t even happen.

I think I would have also found my passion for Aerial Arts along another path, maybe a bit later, but I think it would have happened anyway. Although I am happy it turned out the way it did.

When I started, I was surprised how painful this round piece of steel felt, but it was something I wanted to invest more time in. Oh and there was the fact that I was afraid of heights, which made everything a bit tricky at the start, but I thought it will hopefully help me to get over my fear, so I continued to practice by myself. I was just finishing my education as a dancer, so there was not much time for it.

On the last day in dance school, I decided to perform a short little act. I know it was not really appreciated, but I did it anyway.

I started to dance when I was 4 years old and found my passion for performance and being on stage very early. As much as I love dancing, I was always curious for something more. Something a bit more exciting. Unfortunately there is not much going on in Austrian Circus, so I didn’t’t even know about this option. I grew up on the countryside, and went to a small ballet school. When I was 12 I decided to go to Vienna to do a professional dance education. Living in a Boarding School with kids from all around the world, taught me so much. It was very tuff to leave my family, I was home sick for months, but I would do it all again, because of how much I gained.

After my performance at the open stage in my dance university, one of my teachers mentioned a company called Fidget Feet He said I should look them up, because he imagined that I’d like it. Little did I know that in the near future, the interest in this company would introduce me to so many new possibilities in the aerial world.

Straight after I finished dance school I was lucky to work at the Vienna State Opera, which brought me to one of my favourite jobs so far. I played the Aerial Stunt Double in the opera ‘The Tempest’. It was so exciting to perform on this huge chandelier, above all these people. I absolutely loved it. Even though I still didn’t know a lot about the aerial and circus world, this job showed me how much I enjoy performing in the air. I knew I needed to learn more about this so Fidget Feet popped into my head again.

I did some research, and tried to audition for this company. They told me to come to the Irish Aerial Dance Festival.

The first time I went there, I was overwhelmed by all the new impressions and so many wonderful people. I had never seen anything like it before.

I left this festival with so much motivation to get better.

I started to predominantly train aerial hoop, but in my jobs I was mainly dancing and not doing any aerial, until I got the role of the white cat in the Musical ‘Cats’ with my first solo on a hoop.

After this contract I started focusing on working with Julia Katharina as a Duo called the ‘Dazzling Daisies’. We created a Duo Aerial Hoop Act together and performed it around 130 times at the Krystallpalast in Leipzig.

During the audition process for Krystallpalast, Julia and I watched a show at the Chameleon Theater in Berlin. While watching the performance the aerial straps caught my interest. To me it looked like something, that requires a lot of strength and it was absolutely true.

When I started training straps, it was mostly painful, but I really enjoyed the challenge. I started following a lot of amazing artists on instagram and got inspired by all these new possibilities. So the plan now was to become an Aerial Straps Artist. Unfortunately in Vienna I didn’t have a coach, which is why I had to kick my own ass.

I tried things I saw online and basically got strong by doing it wrong.

I am a very determined person, and I would do 1 thing over and over again, until I got it. The first time I took a straps class was at the IADF with Aaron Koz. I finally had someone to show me the right technique and help me to understand the things that I couldn’t figure out myself. Within 2 weeks I created and performed my first straps act the end of the festival.

After our contract in Leipzig, it actually happened. I started to work with Fidget Feet, 5 years after I first heard their name.

This company is very special to me, the people are incredible, so much support and great energy. I also learned one very important thing. Being an aerialist is not just performing on your apparatus, safety and rigging are as important.

Being responsible, aware and always to double check the equipment that you are hanging off. This is something I would tell everyone who wants to start aerial. Safety first.

After our first run of shows, I really struggled finding work. I went to Montreal to learn from one of the best straps coaches, Victor Fomine.

These classes helped me exceed what I thought was my limit and gave me a new awareness of how I train. I worked so hard, found my own way of moving on straps and got better and better. But there was still no opportunity for me to perform.

I tried to apply for jobs, but no one got back to me but I never lost my motivation for training and creating new things. But it is tough to feel like nobody is interested in what you do, even if that’s not the case.

When I was a child my dad made up a word, that I should think of whenever I struggle. “NIPSILD – Nicht in Problemen sondern in Lösungen denken” a german sentence which means “Don’t think in problems, think in solutions”.

This has always helped me a lot and also in this situation. I finally felt like an aerialist and right this moment, there is still no work for me.

So I decided to get stronger and stronger, because at some point an opportunity will come up and then I will be more then ready.

Even though 2020 was a crazy year, my motivation helped me so much to get through it. I kind of enjoyed having all this time and almost felt bad about it sometimes. So many people were struggling so much and I had the feeling that I wasn’t supposed to share that I am doing just fine.

I was used to being by myself and to not rely on other people, I knew how to kick my own ass and work hard which was very helpful during this time. Getting work was further away than before, but it showed me even more how much I want this.

Today I know I am on the right path and that getting to where I want to be is closer than ever.

My advice to everyone who wants to start the journey to become an aerialist is to be open minded, meet and support people, watch shows and get inspired and be interested in trying new things. A lot of training and the drive to get better is definitely needed, but it is not just that.

If you want to become a professional aerialist, you need to learn how to get a job and how to present yourself. A good way to do that is to talk to people who already know how it works.

I also think it is important to be aware, that this job and the training to get there can be very tough.

It’s ok to not always achieve something, we all have bad days, but you have to put in the effort and work hard, and if things don’t go as you wish straight away, don’t give up, it would be boring if we would achieve things too quickly.

Very often it is just about being in the right place at the right time.

Be clear where you want to go and value your own worth.

Do your research to gain an understanding of the market.

And the most important thing: be safe.

This all might sound daunting but the reward you get when it works is too good to not try.

To find out more about Christina follow these links:

Instagram: christinazauner

Facebook: Christina Zauner

 

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Rachel Strickland
My name is Rachel Strickland.  I’m a US-based circus artist, specialising in aerial hoop choreography.  I’m also a mentor, and a storyteller- so I’m going to tell you a story…

Before lockdown…

I was bone-weary of traveling.  It was August of 2019, and I had just returned from another journey.  Earlier that year, I’d had the sublime privilege of coaching an aerial retreat in Thailand, and festivals and other work in Charlotte (twice), Savannah, Nashville, and my beloved Irish Aerial Dance Festival in Letterkenny, Ireland.  My coaching and performance career had many legs, and they never stopped moving.  I was so, so lucky.  I was so honoured by the work I got to do.  And I was exhausted.

I made a decision- I wanted to go a whole year without getting on a plane.  In my entire adult life, I had never gone more than three months without flying somewhere.

A dancer and aerialist specialising in aerial hoop choreography, I’d attacked my aerial career with gusto since 2007 when I first set foot in Circus Center, in San Francisco.  Those hallowed halls in 2007 were still the lair of a relatively new-to-most discipline.  It was not the friendly place it is today, it was a place where you had to earn the right to be smiled at, and the only way to earn it was to put in your time.  And I did – remaking my body in the first years of training, going to sleep with my hands numb and my hamstrings buzzing with pins and needles.  I got stronger, my callouses thickened, and deltoids sprouted on my shoulders like mushrooms.  Aerial fabric was my first obsession, which quickly faded into a past romance the first time I saw Chloe Axelrod spinning on a hoop.  I wanted to be THAT.

The audacity of the new artist was strong in me; that precious period of time when you’re nothing but hunger and ambition, and very little practical application to bog you down.  I leveraged this ambition and found my people over the world, and for the next 13 years I did not stop.  I had no idea what I was doing – spoiler alert – no one does.  I said yes to events even when I didn’t have mastery of the apparatus, I invented new pieces for every possible opportunity, and I charged money I didn’t know was much too low for most of them.  Then I charged too much.  Mistakes gave way to understanding, and as my career grew I learned.  And I started sharing what I’d learned as soon as I learned it.

Now it was nearly 1.5 decades later, and I was desperate for some stillness.  There was another side to my decision not to get on a plane for a year.  I needed to retire from teaching circus skills.  Nothing could have terrified me more…my coaching career was booming, it took me around the world coaching aerial hoop and creative practices, it gave me the honor of coaching spectacular human beings who peopled my life with their magic.  It supported me.  And I was just going to …stop?

Yes.  I needed to stop.  I wasn’t tired of teaching skills – but there was something I wanted more.  There were works inside of me waiting to come out, but they never had the space to grow much.  I was always getting on planes, going to coach workshops, festivals, classes, retreats.  It was amazing.  It was a dream come true.

Yesterday’s dream.

What I really wanted was the time and space to explore my own work.  What pieces were in me?  What creations lingered on the edges of the primordial soup of my subconscious?  I wanted to know.  I wanted to give them a line and coax them limb by horrifying limb out from the netherworld.  Would they be monsters?  Would they be angels?  I didn’t know – I had been too busy to find out.

So I dug in my heels, and I ground to a halt the huge, heavy wheel of my circus coaching career.  With the exception of The Audacity Project, an online course which required no travel, I stopped coaching entirely.  It was not easy.  I said no to a lot of work, both coaching and performing.  I said no to people I loved.  If I was not going to get on a plane for a year, and if I was going to focus on my own work, that would not happen without sacrifice.  The wheel had to be stopped.  So I said no, over and over, and remained in Charleston, SC where I had lived for 6 months but barely inhabited.

I made a Patreon, and poured my energy into giving life to the work I had always wanted to make.  To my shock and delight, people showed up.  And because I had made room for it, the work also showed up.  I created a brand-new aerial hoop piece scored by my good friend Jym Daly (Fidget Feet Aerial Dance, IE).  Bizarre characters like the Quadruped (pictured below) emerged.  Pieces took shape that had long been out of reach on the “someday, when I have time” shelf like Midas is King, a video project on aerial sling, covered in gold leaf.  I collaborated and performed locally, anywhere within a few hours drive. I was delighted- the space I had made in my life for creation was proving fecund.  Like some mad scientist, I was amazed that it was actually working, Eureka!  It’s alive!

Six months into my self-imposed year of no planes, in March of 2020, the wheel of the world also stopped.  It would no longer be hard to not get on a plane and fulfill my promise to myself.  A friend jokingly wrote to me:  “I know you didn’t want to fly for a year but I think this is overkill.”

Midas is King, the biggest project I had taken on since this time began, was cancelled one week before filming.  That’s nothing compared to what so many others lost.  Amidst the grief and sorrow of COVID-19 sweeping the globe, the size of my world went from anywhere within driving distance to my own backyard.  Now I would really learn what stillness was.  We all would.

And we waited.  We stayed in our burrows.  We sprayed our grocery bags with alcohol.  We clung to whatever was real around us, and kept waiting.

I don’t have to tell you what it was like.  You were there.

During lockdown…

Now it’s time for a confession.  Like many people who identify as introverts, lockdown was a relief.  Introverts everywhere blossomed without the looming obligation of That Place You Have to Go To and Those Things You Have to Do.  There was no place to go, and nothing to do.  I think I am not alone in experiencing a quiet happiness in that stillness, and also a gnawing guilt for being happy in it.

Yes – there was an immense amount of grief.  Yes – it sucked.  I hated watching opportunities being snatched away, especially from emerging artists just testing their wings.  But in my honesty, I have to confess there was a relief in this forced stillness for myself – I felt like I had room to breathe.  Even though I had made room for the work to emerge, I was still buzzing all over the place like a crazed rabbit, and while the work was emerging, my exhaustion had not budged.

What I’ve learned in quarantine…

After the initial bread baking extravaganza of early quarantine, the dust began to settle as people adapted to these bizarre new circumstances. I noticed something happening on a large scale.  People started creating again.  It was under duress, it was in living rooms, it was smaller than anyone wanted but it was there.  I was no exception – what other choice did we have?

Artists are freaking legends.  After all this time I still feel like it is something I aspire to be, rather than something I am.  I’ve always respected that path – after the past year I’m in awe of it.  The work I’ve seen come out of this period of time could not have been made in any other environment.  And the point of the work wasn’t necessarily to make money or even advance a career, the point was the work itself.  The point was to exercise the muscle of creation.

If you plant a tree in a box, it will grow box-shaped roots.  Creation is tenacious.

I’ve learned to trust that more, and to stop throttling the process and demanding output from it.

It took many more months, but Midas is King did finally get filmed.  It was weird, and masked, and no one hugged, but it was made.  And you know, it was better than it would have been for the months of extra time it took to get there.  If I’d had my way, it would have been filmed in March and been a subpar product.

I had been forced to really learn how to rest, and found a joy inside of it.  And to my annoyance, the work was better because of it.

Advice to new artists …

Here is your job:  show up.  Tell the truth.  Don’t be attached to a specific outcome.

That’s it.  That’s your job.  Not to judge your work as more or less valuable, not to judge someone else’s work, your job is to show up, and tell the truth.  Let it become what it is without trying to force it to be a certain thing.  It is probably not going to look the way you thought it would, it has to be allowed to change.  You have to be allowed to change.  You have to be allowed to stop the wheel when you need to, or get off the wheel entirely.

I am not the creature I was who decided not to get on a plane for a year.  I was an aerialist and coach who specialised in aerial hoop, and who was desperate for a rest.  Today I am a person who makes things.  I mentor artists, and I make work.  Some of that work is in the air.  Some of it is on the page.  I never know what it’s going to be anymore, I just show up and try to tell the truth.

Don’t go back to sleep.

xoRachel

You can find out more about Rachel here:

IG: https://www.instagram.com/rachelstricklandcreative/ 

Website:  rachelstricklandcreative.com

Patreon:  https://www.patreon.com/rachelstricklandcreative

Midas photo credit Max Cooper

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Delia Ceruti
Hi, I’m Delia Ceruti, I identify as a woman and … I am very shy talking about myself and my career: I would rather do a movement improvisation about it, but I love challenges, Lindsey, and the idea of this blog. So, here you go:

I am an Italian artist, mostly an aerial mover and sometimes photographer, based in the UK although currently (well, it’s been nearly 7 months now), I’m living in a secret place in my van with an aerial rig. My address in the UK is actually a mailbox until I figure out what to do with my life.

Covid, Brexit, and the sudden sickness and death of my father a few days ago shook my life and career. The secret place is actually a warehouse in Italy (Bergamo), where I returned this summer to be close to him and to my family.

What was your pathway into the professional field of aerial?

When I was 6 years old, I made an official announcement to my mum that I was going to become a dancer. Not taken too seriously, I was anyways allowed to start studying ballet in a local school and continued with a Russian teacher from the Bolshoi theatre, Svetlana Pavlova, who trained me to become a professional. Which, I did briefly, but when I was 21 I fell out of love with ballet. I also struggled with eating disorders, and decided to quit.

I got a business degree in the UK, decided to remain, and went into some business jobs. I was 28, fairly successful at what I was doing, surely had more money, but it wasn’t a life that was making me happy. I missed the stage, I missed moving. Photography was giving me some joy but my soul was craving the stage.

Ballet being ruled out, I accidentally (or not?) saw a silks performance, and decided that it was what I wanted to do next with my life.

I joined a full time 3 months circus course in Sheffield at Greentop Circus

Inspired by Claire Crook, I fell in love with rope. And clowning.

I do fall in love pretty fast.

I was quite bad at aerial, mostly I was very upper-body weak, but I’m stubborn, and felt that it was my path, so I continued training in Sheffield, then moved to London to take private classes, and train with other people who then became colleagues, friends, and family.

Whilst being half a camel on stilts in AbuDhabi with the Generating Company for three months, I met Guillaume Blais who did become my other half in a trapeze duo, Duo D&G (yes, poor name choice, I know), which lasted for 4 years. A great professional relationship and friendship which has enriched me as an artist, as an acrobat, and as a human. We eventually decided to split up (bit of drama there) and I continued solo.

My research and practice interest grew towards the combination of aerial with movement and clowning. Rope stayed as my main discipline but I did train and perform also dance trapeze, silks, multi-corde, hoop, and straps in various companies and festivals in the UK and abroad.

One company I particularly enjoyed working for, was NoFit State Circus in the show Bianco , which was also the beginning of the vagabond chapter of my (van)life.

Two years ago, since I was curious about it, a friend – Sergio Zollensky – showed me how to do my hair, for hair suspension.

I fell in love with that too. I got hooked by the strength of the dramaturgical potential of the discipline, and the infinite possibilities created by the limitation of being rigged from your head.

I also enjoyed how I self-trained my mind to cope with the physical pain of this art, and eventually started to enjoy the sensation which brings me to a sort of meditative state.

So I did, and continue to do, a lot of research on it…

I got noticed by Cirque du Soleil when I performed my solo pro-women hair suspension piece Jasmani at the Berlin Circus Festival   in 2019 and signed a contract with them, which didn’t last long due to the pandemics and their bankruptcy.

I actually only performed with them for 3 weeks after a two months creation of my act in Montreal.          A short but very enjoyable experience, where I met some great people.  It’s probably also the only money that will go on my tax return this year.

Meanwhile, during those lockdowns, I started the creation of my first solo show “traSh” on fast fashion where my hair plays a big part.

Here’s a temporary sneaky peak (is that the expression?):traSh

Wow, am I still writing?

Any specific learning from the year we’ve just had?

I actually enjoyed having time and space to train and research without the pressure of doing it “for a reason”. Forever grateful to Victoria Works who hosted me during lockdown number 1.

This year made me start to appreciate more every single little thing that I have in my life. And focus more on what I have and what I can do, rather than on what I don’t have or can’t do.

And to find opportunities and new ideas within it.

The loss of my dad has hit me quite hard. I’m still processing it. His energy keeps me strong though.

What lessons have you learnt through your career?

It’s never too late.

Keep learning

Create something new every day.

Show vulnerability.

Be interested, don’t try to be interesting.

Stay unique. Different is good.

What advice would you give to your younger self? Your advice to someone just starting out now.

Dear younger Delia, Dear someone starting out now:

Don’t be too hard on yourself, accept compliments if and when they come, stay faithful to yourself and don’t try to imitate others, remember to take some good rest and, at whichever age, it’s never, never, never too late.

I’ve said that already, but I like to repeat it.

Also don’t take any job just because it’s scary to say “no”: be more selective and follow what your heart tells you.

You can find out more about Delia here:

@deliacircus  instagram

deliacircus    facebook

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Sarah Bebe Holmes
‘The back road to circus’.

I’m Sarah Bebe Holmes, mostly known for my work with my company Paper Doll Militia. I identify as a woman.

Where are you now and what do you do?

I live in Glasgow Scotland, with my lovely partner and collaborator Bado Reti who has composed the music for two Paper Doll Militia productions as well as improvises regularly with me. I write, perform and direct aerial theatre. My passion is making emotive and narrative aerial pieces and productions with integrated scenography and usually with invented or quite adapted aerial apparatus. PDM teaches master classes in choreography and “Vertical Theatre Method”, Aerial Retreats and Teacher Trainings.

What was your pathway into the professional field of aerial?

Of course I have been asked this question many times throughout my career. I usually answer by talking about my introduction to circus with my first acrobatics and trapeze classes at Wisefool New Mexico But the truth is, it started before that. And since there is a question asking me “Share something that’s not in your biography,”. I’ll tell you when it really started. It started when I was a kid. No I am not from a circus family. No I didn’t take circus classes, or dance, or gymnastics as a kid. I had a ferociously dangerous and wonderful free range childhood. My mum would shoo us out the door and tell us to come home when the streetlights came on. We were kids wild and free and feral, not under parental supervision. I am so surprised that my brother and I both survived childhood at all. It was the best circus training.

Portland Maine in the 80’s was a fairly rough working port city. There was always exciting stuff to find around the house, washed up on shore, or near the docks, to play with or light on fire.

My brother and I found a huge old wooden pulley and put a rope through it. He would climb up our old maple tree, about 6 meters up, tie one end of the rope around his waist and I would tie the other end around mine while standing on the ground. He would launch himself from the tree and I would zip up. The weight difference between us made for the perfect counterweighting system. We would always pull our arms and legs in so we wouldn’t accidentally wack each other as we wizzed past. I learned about harness and counterweighting from my old Maple Tree and Paul

Paul also taught me stunt biking. We would see how many kids we could ride on one BMX bike, all balanced on each other and of course no one wearing helmets. We made super jumps too. A ramp made out of boards and saw horses. We had to ride as fast as we could up the ramp to clear the a line of trashcans on the other side before landing in the backyard and skidding to a stop before hitting into the back fence.

One time we found an abandoned mattress and dragged it into our backyard, we got some garden tiki torches and made a row of them and lit them on fire and practiced launching each other over the flames and landing on the mattress. I now know that’s called banquine. Though our version was quite reckless and without form.

I learned sideshow technique by daring each other to swallow worms and finding out if they would still be alive if we puke them up again. Which I now know is called animal cruelty. In my untethered childhood, I learned about ensemble, and the value of cheering each other on. I learned how to push my own physical boundaries, and how to challenge and harness fear and most importantly how to support one together.

Fast forward to Santa Fe, New Mexico 2005. I had just graduated from St. John’s College with a degree in Western Philosophy and Comparative Literature. And I got a job in an elementary school teaching a mix aged classroom. I filled my evenings with all kinds of different activities, piano lessons, dance, yoga, swimming, capoeira, and I found the circus studio. Well, as many of the others who have contributed to Grounded mentioned. . . something just turned on in me. I started performing regularly in the “Raise the Rent cabaret”. It was through these cabarets that four of us had an idea to make a full show. We formed Paper Doll Militia and wrote our first full length production. We threw everything we had at it. All ideas were good ideas. It was all about four quirky characters finding acceptance through another’s weird quirks being a perfect compliment to their own. It was in this first show in 2006 that I really developed my love for creating full length productions: writing and dreaming up a story, developing characters, and designing the set. I loved being a part of the whole process. It gave purpose to the skills and meaning to the movement.

Shortly after we debuted this show a special visitor came to town from India with a unique one off workshop. I met Uday Deshpande and learned what Mallakhamb was. At the end of class he passed out a business card with his details. I put the business card in my wallet and said, I’ll see you in India. Months later I bought a flight to India. I emailed him to tell him I was coming. But he never responded. I emailed again. Nothing. I knew I was headed for Mumbai, I had nothing planned, no hotel booked. Just a little bit of money and a business card with a smiling man on a rope on it. I spent my first night unknowingly in a brothel hotel. Heard moaning and footsteps coming and going all night. Sleepless, jacklegged and alone I set out in the morning, business card in hand to seek out my teacher. I walked all over the city, asked so many people, called the phone number on the card, but the person on the line didn’t speak English. I took several taxi’s who kept holding the card up to other people asking them where the place was. Frustrated I’d get out of the car and get into another one. Finally just before dusk I found the place. It was a earthen building on the corner of a dusty field. I walked in and asked for Uday Deshpande. The man at the desk said he as gone for the day, asked me my name and told me to come back tomorrow at 6am. The next day, distressed from my whole misadventure and hoping for some answers, I walked in. Uday smiled wide and said, Miss Holmes let’s begin. “but . . . but” I stammered, “I emailed. You didn’t answer” His response was, “ Yes, this is India. Now let’s begin.”

On returning to the states I moved to San Francisco where Rain Anya and I merged paths again and restarted Paper Doll Militia. Rain Anya is what I call my “Aerial Life Partner” we have now worked together for well over a decade. And another crazy layer to this story is that during this time in San Francisco my brother came to visit, me. They fell in love and are now married.

What advice would you give to your younger self?

Don’t have grief over feeling like you started too late.

I could have gone so far I thought, if only I’d had circus classes as I kid. Everyone wishes they had started earlier than they had. 20 year old beginners old wish they started when they were 10, 40 year old beginners wish they had started when they were 20. Don’t regret. Love what you do. Love it now, aim for doing it for as long as you can.

Don’t regret missed opportunities

If it didn’t happen it wasn’t meant to be, something better is waiting for you. Where one door closes another opens.

Be Patient

Good things take time. Don’t worry. You won’t be too old or broken by the time that beautiful project happens. Keep working on it slowly, it will come.

Celebrate other people’s success.

And tell them.

Research and Seek even more

Learn who is making work, learn what they do and where are they? Seek out more mentors. Find people who you appreciate and go and have a coffee with them. Travel far and wide to take private lessons with anyone you think you could learn something from. Don’t be afraid to ask to be someone’s student. There are so many beautiful things to learn and so many that came before you who have stories to share.

Your advice to someone just starting out now.

Everything was new and exciting when I started because there was no social media, and there were only a few circus acts on youtube. So I had the joy of disillusionment and the ease of ignorance. Now there are so many incredible circus artists who you can see with the flick of a finger. It’s amazing for access to information and inspiration. However, I’m sure it could also damage to your idea of yourself and your own abilities. When I started I could train in the void with my peers and think what we did was great, cause we didn’t know how high skilled people really were out there. Give yourself a break sometimes. Designate a screen free session where you train without looking online and where you don’t film yourself. Improvise and feel your body move, enjoy the sensation and freedom of you. You are incredible.

Any specific learning from the year we’ve just had? A hope for the future – or not!

I don’t have any answers, only questions. What is your ideal day? How much time do you want to be on your computer? How much time do you want to be training? How much time do you want to be doing something else? How much time would you like to be unscheduled in your life in order to allow things to present themselves to you?

You can find out more about Sarah here

Paper Doll Militia Instagram

Facebook

Photo credit Laszlo Roth

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Kathryn Clark


Kat takes us on her journey from journalism into working with aerial rope. From super technical beginnings into working more creatively using arbitrary restrictions. Aerial explorations in forests. Needing resilience to persist in the non-linear routes through an aerial/ circus career. And knowing yourself in order to resource this.

You Can Follow kat Online In These Places:

@kat_cirq on Instagram

Kat Clark Cirque on Facebook

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Kalina Suter
Hi, I’m Kalina. A dance trapeze artist based in Edinburgh, Scotland (currently doing a 3-month aerial residency in Puerto Escondido, Mexico).

I think a lot about what my relationship to my apparatus is. I see my trapeze as a living breathing entity with a personality. Yes, it’s just a steel bar with two ropes, but it’s also a landscape, a landscape I know as well as my own body. I know how every corner feels, how the vibration ripples through the ropes, the breeze on my face as I spin, the pull I feel on my toes as the spin quickens.

This landscape is my home, it’s my safe place. It is also my studio, my workspace. It’s my trusted friend and space holder for my emotions. It carries my dreams and ambitions, it’s the blood, sweat, and tears of my existence. It is a part of me.

2020 started as one of the hardest years for me. Before we even thought about the pandemic I was going through a rebuilding phase in my life. When the pandemic hit it shattered what little I built up until then. For the first 3 months, I was grounded, like so many others I was disconnected from my apparatus, from my creative and emotional outlet. I tried to find other ways to be creative but nothing satisfied. When I was finally reunited in the air I was still immensely isolated, and, like all of us, carrying the stress of the world in my bones.

I felt heart breaking loneliness and sadness for the life I had lost, the world that I didn’t recognise anymore, and the disconnection that I couldn’t seem to fix. The only thing that gave me comfort was spending time with my trapeze.

Those days weren’t necessarily training days, there were many times I spent an hour lying underneath the trapeze lost in thought. Other days I moved very slowly, I’d pour my feelings into the apparatus, some days clinging tight for the hugs and touch that I craved and mourned for so intensely. Other days I’d thrash and spin all the anger bottled up in me.

At that time it was the only safe emotional space I had, the only place I could be 100% honest about how I felt, what I was experiencing without having to manage how someone else would respond or react.

Over the years I’ve struggled to find my place in the circus world, to know where I fit in. I thought and planned to quit more times than I can count. I felt that I couldn’t justify training full time if I wasn’t going to “make it”. But each time I just couldn’t quite let go of dance trapeze.

The deepening and connection I built to myself and my work in those solitary months of 2020 permitted me to simply do the thing because I loved it. Without any expectation of performances, or workshops, it became purely for me. What I discovered was that it had nothing to do with where I fit in, or if I would ever feel like I fit in. I love what I do because it’s a part of me and my creative expression. I need no other reason than that to do it.

Learning to turn towards my craft, to my apparatus during the hardest times was a gift. Building a relationship with my apparatus, with my art, was really just building my relationship with myself. But sometimes it helps to have a medium to channel it through, like a trapeze.

This led me to create a 6-week online dance trapeze creative mentorship course called Unearthed, where I help other dance trapeze artists reconnect with their work and who they are, where they find their unique creative voice and movement style on dance trapeze.

When I said I never knew where I fit in in the circus industry, I’ve found it. I found my people through Unearthed. During a time when we are still so physically isolated from each other it’s given me real connection and hope. None of this would have happened without the time I had to connect with myself and my work and without the incredible help of my trusted mentor Rachel Strickland.

What I’m saying, folks, is those moments when it feels like there is no external reason to practice your art, it’s an opportunity to find out why you love the thing and do it just for you. You never know what you might discover and where it might lead you.

You Can Follow Kalina Online In These Places:

www.kalinasuter.com

@kalinasuter on Instagram

Photograph by Lina Hayes

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Alfa Marks
Who you are/how you identify? Any specific learning from the year we’ve just had? Or not!

I am Alfa Marks, a short 32-year-old, opinionated, black female. I use to identify as a performer – an aerialist. It was more than what I did, it was who I was, where I lived and where in the world I had travelled. It was the friends I had and how I met my partner. It was the shape of my arms and shoulders, the scars on stomach and the reason my ribs made a clicking sound when I took a deep breath. It was the reason I missed friend’s weddings and family gatherings, and why I assumed I’d be broke forever! The cause of untold anxiety and self-doubt, it was the thing that gave me purpose and lit me up.

As I write this I’ve been in the air just once in the last 11 months. So, I feel like I’ve lost a bit of me. My Facebook profile picture shows a ripped black superwoman, now I have belly rolls where my six pack use to be. But my body hasn’t failed me. It has done something more amazing than it ever did when I was performing 5 shows a week, 10 metres up over concrete. It made new life. My organs literally rearranged themselves to accommodate a growing human.

My body nourished my baby girl for the 9 months she was inside me, and she has eaten nothing in her 3 months but breastmilk alone. So, this body continues to do amazing things, but those things have changed somewhat!

1st of March 2020 I found out I was pregnant, I had months of work lined up which I was super excited about and my career was on the up. My decision to have this baby was a tough one but I felt connected to the tiny being inside me, and I made the life changing decision to become a mother.

Days after this decision the contract I was working on was cancelled due to COVID-19, then came the 1st national lockdown and our industry was shut down, yet to recover. I’ll never get over the timing of my pregnancy. I’ll be eternally grateful that I had a focus, a source of happiness and hope during this dark time. It has been utterly heart-breaking seeing the performing arts industry being decimated. Treated like some inconsequential hobbyist activity, an industry that people happen to find themselves by chance rather than undertaking years to their training to enter.

The pregnancy shielded me from the full force of the pain and stress as I was unable to work at the same time all work was disappearing. Being a mother has changed my priorities and I now crave stability which my life as a performer never provided. As such, regardless of the pandemic, I’m unsure whether I’d have wanted to pick up where I left off.

I feel strongly though that unless we want to, performers should not feel as though they have to retrain due to the pandemic. For some being a performer is who they are, not what they do. Right now I am Alfa Marks, 32 year old, mother of Faie. My life is unrecognisable to that of Alfa Marks The Aerialist, but I owe her a lot.

What was your route into aerial? Share something that’s not in your biography.

I trained as a dancer at the London Studio Centre graduating in 2010 with dreams of becoming a contemporary dancer. Four months after graduation I was yet to make a penny from dancing. In the November I had 2 auditions on the same day. One for a contemporary dance show (which unsurprisingly paid terribly) and one for a run of corporate Christmas shows for Incandescence Circus Theatre Company. I was offered them both, mainly due to financial reasons I chose Incandescence. This decision shaped the next 10 years of my life.

I was one of 4 dancers working alongside a hoola-hooper and three aerialists. This was the first time I discovered circus outside of the travelling tented shows I’d seen (and hated) as a kid. These performers were incredible, fierce, powerful and fun! We lived together for a month or so in a big house in Leicester; we partied and drank too much and it was still one of the most fun contracts I ever had. I was so enamoured with these performers I didn’t even take them up on their offer to try their craft, but my eyes were well and truly opened and my interest peaked. I wasn’t sure how I was going to do it but I wanted to become an aerialist.

I auditioned to be an apprentice with aerial company Upswing but I was unsuccessful. Classes were super expensive and I had no money (plus a class once a week wasn’t going to get me to where I wanted to be anyway). Christmas 2011 I worked for Incandescence again, this time I took Lyn Routledge, (amazing aerialist) up on the offer of some rope lessons, I loved it. That December I found an audition for Gerry Cottle’s Circus.

They were looking for two strong dancers to train up as circus artists and join the ‘Wookey Hole circus troupe’ for the 2012 season. I got the job!! I trained 6 days a week for 6 weeks or so then we opened. We performed 2 shows a day, 6 days a week for 7 months with daily training before shows. I remember every single millimetre of my body being in pain all the time but I was loving it. It was finally happening and I was being paid to learn.

Throughout the tour I lived in a bunk wagon and travelled every week to different site around the country. I had gone from dreaming of being an aerialist to my whole life being circus overnight. When I got back to London after the tour, I had no contacts as traditional and contemporary circus are two different worlds. However, I was physically strong and had the drive to find work. It took some time and a lot more training but I eventually carved a career out for myself as a rope artist.

There have been many times I’ve wanted to give up, I even applied to university to get a real job in 2015. It can be a tough lifestyle, you can finish a job, have an empty diary and convince yourself you’re never going to work again. But then I would get back on stage and decide I most certainly was not finished. I’m proud of all I’ve achieved, I may not have ever made it into Cirque du Soleil which for many is the benchmark of success for a circus artist. However, think 21-year-old me would impressed with some of our achievements.

What lessons have you learnt through your career?

	The work will come in eventually and will definitely all clash.
	The work that pays the best is not the best work.
	You will have vastly contrasting opinions to casting directors on what jobs you would be perfect for.
	Only a few jobs will come as a direct result of an audition, it will mostly be recommendations and word of mouth.
	You have to find something that makes you different so that you don’t blend in.
	Festivals have the best audiences.
	If you don’t like the way a particular company works you have to speak up. The fear of not having a job should not mean you should put up with being treating badly.
	Not getting the job you really want might end in being the best outcome.


What advice would you give to your younger self?

You will get to where you want to be, the hard work will pay off. Stay focused and don’t give up. Stressing doesn’t help, trust you are on the right path and that it will work out ok in the end.

 Your advice to someone just starting out now.

This is tough, I can’t imagine a more uncertain time to be an artist. I hope we get our industry back but right now it’s a very scary time to embark on a career in the arts. You need to invest so much time and money and now more than ever you can’t anticipate what return you can expect. I would say make sure it is 100% what you want to do and be prepared it might be a rough ride. But if you want it, go get it!

You Can Follow Alfa Marks Online In These Places:

Alfa Marks on Facebook

@alf_alfaa on Instagram

Alfa Marks on YouTube

Post Photo by: @bodiesinmotion.photo

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Claire Crook
Hi, I’m Claire Crook, I often (but not always) perform under the stage name Madam Mango. I am originally from North Wales, and have been performing now for 20 years (gulp). I identify as female.

Currently living in Kinloss, Moray in the North East of Scotland, I moved in September in what seemed like a slightly random fashion, from Sheffield where I was based for over 10 years. I have wanted to move to Scotland for a while, and got to that “now or never” moment. Relocating in the middle of a pandemic has its challenges, but I’m happy that I have moved.

Professionally, I describe myself variously as an aerialist, circus performer, circus theatre artist, aerial teacher, rigger, or as a circus ragamuffin. Definitely an aerialist, aerial has been my main circus skill throughout my career and of the all the aerial skills I either do or have done, rope is my first and enduring love.

I have also trained and performed acrobatics, handstands, hula hoops, fire skills and stilt walking as well as a few flirtations with other skills. I teach aerial and work as a circus rigger, often touring in productions where I perform and rig as I like to be slightly too busy and earn a little bit more! It also makes me very employable. These days I am more drawn to creating circus theatre performances and using my skills within theatrical contexts, a lot of my work combines text with aerial.

How we started doing aerial is something we get asked a lot, when people ask me, this is the story I tell (although I’m not sure its quite how things happened):

I started doing aerial by accident, I was at Glastonbury Festival in the late 1990’s back in the days when you could still jump the fence, with a group of friends from university. I think I had already played around with a few things, busking and fire swinging and maybe doing a bit of crap acro balance. Anyway, I had a go on a trapeze at Glastonbury and enjoyed it. It ignited something in me, it was a physical challenge that I could have fun with, and I felt like, maybe I could be reasonable at, from that moment I was hooked.

I started to look for opportunities to do trapeze, I did a brilliant day workshop at Skylight Circus in Rochdale, but trapeze classes were hard to find more than 20 years ago. After finishing university I went travelling around Europe, having a go on a trapeze wherever I could, in Toulouse, Barcelona, Amsterdam. I ended up in Portugal, working on a small organic farm in exchange for bed and board in an expat community. There were a few performers in their midst, and one woman, Mel, had a guy coming over to teach her trapeze for a week, quite soon after I arrived which felt fated somehow.

We carried on training in Mel’s barn, it was so low that we had one trapeze with long ropes to stand up on and one with very short ropes to hang under the bar on, beats definitely weren’t possible (and I don’t think we knew what they were!). We thought we were pretty good and made a show that we performed at what I now know to be a fairly prestigious performance festival in Loures.

When I returned to the UK I discovered how much we had to learn. From there, I had very little formal training, for one thing it was much less available 20 years ago, and I couldn’t really afford to join the full-time course at Circomedia. So, I did do a lot of workshops, private classes and learnt from and was supported by a very lovely and brilliant community of professional aerialists around Bristol, Sheffield and North Wales.

Being a performer was never what I set out to do, I don’t think it ever occurred to me as a career, not that I had any idea what I wanted to do for a living. I became obsessed with aerial and acrobatics, I loved training them, the fact that you can always be better, stronger, there is always something more to learn, another challenge. I was lucky to be offered a few opportunities to perform and it escalated from there.

I was attracted to circus more for the perceived alternative lifestyle, many performers I knew lived full time in trucks and caravans and toured for at least part of the year, for that feeling of being outside the norm, for the unusualness of being a circus performer and somewhat because it was something I could quietly become good at and gain a set of skills that not many people had. 

There are so many people who helped and encouraged me along the way, and so many who inspired me. To begin with I didn’t understand performance or performance skills at all, but little by little I became much more interested in the theatricality of circus and your relationship with the audience.

Here are some of the things I have learnt along the way:

To be competitive with myself and not with others. Its really important not to beat yourself up because there are other people out there who are better than you. For most of us, those people will always be out there, be happy for them. Only try and be the best version of yourself and if you can do that and build on your skills at the same time, great.

Collaborate and share. We can learn so much from each other by helping each other out, listening and giving. So many people helped me out and encouraged me along the way, and I hope I do the same for others.

Have time off. I’m still learning this one, its hard in a busy schedule, and in those times when you are performing lots but not training, to recognise that sometimes you are weak because you need some time off, so, first have some time out and then go back to training!

What you do is not as important as how you do it. A high level of technical skill is not the most important thing in a circus performer, I got told this very early on in my career, but it took me years to really take it on board. We all love high level skills and want high level tricks but, lets be honest about what those skills are for, who they are for. A charismatic, open, joyous, vulnerable human on stage is much more engaging than someone who blasts through some killer tricks. Don’t get me wrong, I love a high skill act too, but we have so much more to offer than just that.

I still feel like I am getting away with being a circus performer, that I am not really good enough, classic imposter syndrome, I know its not the first time its been mentioned in this blog series. I often joke with a friend of mine (who is a successful visual artist) that we are “still getting away with it after all this time”. Its amazing though, that through taking some chances, trusting and following my nose, I have got to this place where I get to work at doing what I love, what started as just a hobby.

Advice I’d give to my younger self:

This is sort of to my current self too because there are things that seem to take us multiple lifetimes to learn (or is that just me?):

Train hard but remember to rest, eat more, eat more protein and have time off.

Don’t beat yourself up because you can’t do something.

Do Pilates and contemporary dance. I recently discovered Pilates through a brilliant teacher who has worked with many circus performers, and am now a kind of Pilates evangelist, encouraging everyone I know to start doing it. I feel so many of my aches, pains, injuries and dysfunctions have been fixed by having a great Pilates teacher, and I wish I’d discovered it sooner. I also wish I’d discovered contemporary dance sooner, for its effect on quality of movement and for how much I enjoy it, if I had my time again, I would train it more.

To someone starting out now I would say (as with all advice to be taken with a hefty pinch of salt):

Train hard, but remember to rest, train smart according to your goals, don’t end every session exhausted.

Take every opportunity available to you and apply for, and go to every casting, audition etc that you are even remotely eligible for, without taking it personally if you don’t get them. Those experiences are invaluable and you never know who you will meet and where that may take you, you have to put yourself out there so much at the start. When you are more experienced/known/busy you can become more choosy and discerning.

If you do things for less money but more experience, be clear with yourself what you are getting out of those things and where you draw the line, so you are not exploited.

Learn about rigging, enough to have some autonomy in terms of your own safety and enough to understand when you need to seek the services of a professional rigger. The aerialists that I met when I started out all took a great interest in rigging, and encouraged me to do so, something I am eternally grateful for, that knowledge is empowering.

I think you have to love being a performer to choose it as a career, it takes a lot of dedication and often the financial rewards are not that great (either that or I’m doing something wrong!) Remember that you are doing it because you love it, if it stops being fun then its time to reassess.

Specific learning from 2020.

2020 started off pretty weirdly for me, but I think was a bit of a tipping point in terms of understanding a number of things that had been slowly dawning on me for a while.

I had a bad injury in my left arm early in 2020, which I think, was ultimately the result of exhaustion from over-training and over-working for many years, and never really allowing myself enough time off. Having an injury gave me cause to reflect and the opportunity to try to understand some things. It’s been a slow process, but I now realise that the way I have worked, trained and fuelled my body have not been very healthy. I‘m sharing this because I think its important, and I definitely found it hard to understand where the lines were between training hard and training too much.

I also definitely, suffered from disordered eating, a struggle to find the balance between a desire not to put on weight and actually eat enough to sustain the high volume of training that I do. I think it is challenging in circus, things are getting a bit better now, there are more studies and analysis and knowledge about training that are being applied to circus arts, but we still have a lot of work to do. The attitude has always been that you need train hard to get fitter and stronger, and we don’t really have an off season like other sports do, often performing and training year round, but our bodies also need time to rest and recuperate.

Personally, I still don’t really understand where the line is between training hard to get stronger or better and training too much, I really don’t, also as I’m now in my mid-forties, that line is shifting and I need a different strategy. My lesson from this lockdown is that I need to allow my body more time to recover, and although I have missed performing dreadfully, having some time out has been helpful, I needed a big, fat rest, it has been replenishing in many ways, having that pressure taken off.  

Don’t get me wrong, I have had more than enough time out now and economically its been a disaster, but the fact remains that I did need some time to rest and to think and I want to acknowledge that although it was helpful to me in some ways. I know that lockdown has been very hard for many performers and creatives for me it is double edged. I also want to acknowledge here the great privilege that I have in terms of a stable roof over my head, economic security and good health, I know that this has been an extraordinarily difficult time for so many.

There were other positive lessons too, from training and working less, one has been having more time and energy to pursue other things that I enjoy, long walks, bike rides, swims, writing, reading many books, spending time with friends (when restrictions allow of course) helping our neighbours and wider community, dreaming about the future, and just day-dreaming! Like for many of us the yawning abyss created by lockdown presented the opportunity to reflect on life, and something that I hope I will keep is spending more time exploring my creativity in diverse ways.

Which leads me to wondering what the future might hold? I never thought when I started out that I would still be working as an aerialist into my forties. Right now though, I know I’m not done with it yet, so I’m hoping for another 20 years of being in and making shows. For the wider scene, I’d love to see more funding for creative projects, more collaboration and creative exploration with aerial at its heart and proper respect for circus as an artform. Lets keep making amazing and beautiful things happen.

You can follow Claire Crook online in these places:

www.madammango.co.uk

Twitter: @madammangocircu (that is right without the s, otherwise its too many characters)

Instagram: @madammangocircus (although I don’t really post anything)

Watch Claire Crook and Alex Anderson perform a counterweighted rope act as Janis Joplin for the Fallen Legends Cabaret, Playhouse Theatre, Shambala Festival 2016. 

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Jenny Tufts
my inefficient but scenic route into the aerial world.

Hello aerial aficionados! I’m Jenny. I identify as a woman, a weirdo, a recovering perfectionist, an aerial hoop specialist, a chronic dabbler, a creator, an athlete, a lover of books, a socialist, a master dog snuggler, and a perpetual foreigner. This is the story of my inefficient but scenic route into the aerial world.

My first flirtation with aerial arts took the form of weekly flying trapeze classes at Trapeze School New York, which was a 40-minute walk from my freshman dormitory at NYU and my sole claim to being an interesting person at 19 years old. Fresh out of small-town Vermont (the Ireland of the US: green, charming, and populated mostly by livestock), I was a quiet scholarship student whose primary drive was finding work that allowed me to travel. I thought the sensible road to that goal was a job with the US State Department, so I studied politics. Trapeze may have been my passion, but if I had any ambitions at all in that realm they were limited to a tentative hope of one day teaching for TSNY just so I could feed my flying addiction for free.

By my second year of college, I’d run out of money for flying trapeze but gotten my wish for travel; I spent the whole year studying (and working as what my grandmother disapprovingly deemed ‘a bar maid’) in London. There I met a group of fire-spinning hippies who opened the door to a new corner of circus, one accessible to anyone with five pounds to chip in for kerosene. I’ll always be grateful to hula hoops, and the early YouTube hoopers who taught me, for showing me a way into the world of circus while aerial was geographically or financially out of reach. Over the next few years I took my plastic hoop to raves, to parks, to festivals and house parties, and by means of this prop which gave me permission to move creatively, I started to identify as ‘that girl who does circus.’ After graduation in 2014 my dreams of travel remained, but thanks in part to the many photos of me at Burning Man floating around the internet, a career in politics was blessedly off the table.

Cut to 2015… A perk of being a New Yorker in those years was the deluge of tech startups testing on locals. When ClassPass entered the scene, it offered unlimited classes at over 300+ New York studios for $99 per month, the only stipulation being that you couldn’t attend the same studio more than three times in each billing cycle. For someone with an insatiable appetite for variety, it was nothing less than a challenge. I ended up taking 186 fitness classes in 186 days – sometimes piling two or even three in a row in order to compensate for days I missed. Through ClassPass, I got to not only barge into the cult-like caves of upscale stationary cycling, but also fly on Streb’s petit volant, achieve my first pull-up in aerial yoga, and touch for the first time an aerial hoop. Those six months gave me a crash course in how to use my body, and a foundation of strength and flexibility with which I was able to better enjoy aerial arts. I quit ClassPass after those six months and instead spent every evening I could get away from work at Body & Pole, where incredible teachers like Brenna Bradbury and Summer Lacy gave me a solid foundation in the apparatus I never dreamed I would one day perform professionally.

In autumn 2015 I moved to Madrid to become an English language teaching assistant, spending two evenings per week at Centro Acrobatico Fedriani learning fabric and hoop (but mostly fabric – neither teacher liked hoop and I didn’t have the vocabulary or courage to complain). Craving coaching in English, but still eager to see more of the world, 2016 took me to Melbourne, where a job as a live-in nanny gave me unprecedented time and resources to kick my circus obsession to the next level.

I cannot adequately put into words my love for the Australian circus community. I’m sure the same kind of atmosphere exists elsewhere, but for me it was Australia. For three days I walked around Adelaide Fridge with my jaw on the floor – I had no idea there were so many flavours of circus. Who knew that a show with two people, the production value of a sturdy pair of boots, and not a single ‘high level skill’ could have me alternately in stitches of laughter and tearing up? I saw skill worthy of Cirque du Soleil on stages smaller than a dining room table, where the acrobats performed in messy ponytails and enviably comfortable-looking jeans. I saw skills I’d done a million times performed in such a creative context that I still rave about them. A friend snuck me into the artists’ club, where I shyly sipped a beer and marvelled at how friendly, how normal, these miraculous, untouchable people seemed.

I was hooked. I signed up for a series of festivals in Melbourne run by Spin Circus: that first year as a paying participant, the next two years as a latte-slinging volunteer, and finally in 2020, as a teacher. This community, home to a magical combination of both very high technical skill AND a dizzying generosity toward sharing that skill, allowed me to dream for the first time that maybe, if I worked really hard, I too could still have a chance at a performance career.

In 2018 I moved to Berlin, and for the first time since I was 15, found myself unemployed. To get gigs in a big city like Berlin, you need 1) good connections, or 2) incredible skill, and ideally both – but I had neither yet. I felt socially isolated, fraudulent in my art form with a paltry resume, and guilty for relying on my partner to support me – but I trained like mad. I read every resource I could get my hands on, trained and cross-trained everywhere I could, and spent an embarrassing number of hours pouring over instagram: sharing my progress and chatting with other aerialists. Berlin is quite a hub for circus artists, and through instagram I was able to offer a room to several of my online heroes traveling through town. By opening my home to these virtual acquaintances, I got to meet and train with Rebecca Starr, Jenna Ciotta, and Aisling Ní Cheallaigh (the last of whom came to stay and – to my delight – never left!) – among many others. For all its pitfalls, I can’t discount instagram’s role in connecting me with a vibrant aerial community.

Eventually I got a job teaching at a commercial studio in Berlin, and through instagram found myself booking workshops across Europe and beyond. And as my online audience grew, I felt a chasm widening between How Good The Internet Thought I Was (measured by likes, saves and comments) and How Good I Thought I Was (measured by real life performance experience, which was next to nothing). Even as internet popularity lifted me into the hallowed realm of Full Time Paid Aerialist – a world I had hardly dreamed I would ever enter – I felt like a fraud for having gained this traction via instagram as opposed to a respectable portfolio of contracts. I swore that 2020 would be the year I’d actually pivot away from the safe space of teaching, and toward performance – and in February, out of the blue, I was offered a 6-month contract with the company of my dreams.

…Well, we all know how that went, right?

The day I realised COVID-19 was going to be an inescapable world event, I was at a wedding in the hills outside Los Angeles with Aisling. We cancelled our California workshop tour to get the last flight back to Europe, and because I knew I wouldn’t be able to train or work under Berlin’s lockdown, we made the last-minute decision to both go hunker down in Sligo. Robbed of both my hectic teaching career and the big contract, and with the incredible luck of having access to an aerial space, I just trained. I trained to injury, trained to tears, trained relentlessly for no particular goal other than to get better and discover new choreography that felt true to my developing style. I made a Patreon, and to my surprise and delight, people liked reading what I had to say. Despite feeling aimless and unproductive on a daily basis, I made more complete, filmed acts in 2020 than in all my other years of circus combined. Most need a lot of work before they’re shared widely. One or two I’m quite proud of. All of them were worth making.

In August, my little quarantine-family moved permanently to Sligo, where I’m chasing permanent residence and, in a few years, the golden ticket of an EU passport. I’ve started working with Fidget Feet, a pint-sized aerial dance company with dreams the size of Texas and more heart than you can shake a stick at. This year I’ll turn 30, still not having performed much at all – but the stage is set, and for the first time I feel ready. For the first time in a decade, I feel grounded. At home. I reckon this decade’s gonna be a good one.

Where to find Jenny online:

www.jenny-tufts.com

IG: @circlecirque 

FB: Jenny Tufts

Patreon: www.patreon.com/circlecirque

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Aisling Ni Cheallaigh
The Path.

Throughout my career I had a terrible feeling that I was starting too late, because I hadn’t gone to circus school, had no dance background, was not born into a circus family. I believed whole-heartedly in the myth of a straightforward path to the top of the art form and was constantly worried that I was on the wrong one. I came to aerial almost accidentally in 2012. It was definitely not meant to be a career, just something fun to do for a week at this thing called the Irish Aerial Dance Fest run by Fidget Feet Aerial Dance. But I was immediately hooked, in fact, I became a woman obsessed. I put my plan for a masters degree on hold and launched myself into training.

I met an incredible group of people and we trained together and made our first show. I started working for Fidget Feet and got to make shows with them. I got funding from the Arts Council of Ireland to travel to Canada and train with as many aerialists as I could get my hands on. And for the first few years I never really thought about where I was headed. I never asked myself what it was I was aiming for. Friends and family would ask me about my future plans and I would always say ‘It’s not like I want to be in Cirque du Soleil or anything, I just want to be the best that I can be’.

But that wasn’t exactly true. In 2018 I did audition for Cirque du Soleil and at the very end they asked those of us who made it to the end of the arduous process why they wanted to work for CDS. As I was waiting to answer I realised that I had always wanted to be standing right there, I had always wanted to be able to say ‘I work for Cirque Du Soleil’. Because in my mind, that was the yardstick by which all aerialists were measured. CDS was filled with graduates from prestigious circus and dance schools, ex-olympians and protégés from circus families — people who were on a straightforward path to circus since childhood.

This idea that I was not as good as everyone else, that I’d ‘cheated’ in some way or taken the wrong path has a name, it’s called imposter syndrome. Last year I finally got around to reading Amanda Palmer’s The Art of Asking (If you haven’t read it I would highly recommend it, especially if you’re thinking of starting a Patreon, Go Fund Me or Only Fans). In it she gives a perfect description of something called ‘The Fraud Police’.

“The Fraud Police are the imaginary, terrifying force of ‘real’ grown-ups who you believe – at some subconscious level – are going to come knocking on your door in the middle of the night, saying: We’ve been watching you, and we have evidence that you have NO IDEA WHAT YOU’RE DOING. You stand accused of the crime of completely winging it, you are guilty of making shit up as you go along, you do not actually deserve your job, we are taking everything away and we are TELLING EVERYBODY.” 

Getting into the CDS database should have cured me of my own particular brand of imposter syndrome. I could finally feel like I belonged, that if the fraud police turned up I could tell them CDS had offered me contracts, and then politely ask them to fuck off. But I felt the same as I always did and what’s more, the people I had met along the journey, the people I thought were on the straightest path to their art-form felt exactly the same way as I did. That’s when I realised that nobody actually knows what they are doing, that there is no straight path to anything in life. There is no freeway, there is only a tangle of paths full of twists and turns and exciting side adventures.

In a year that I know has been so hard for so many people I feel bad admitting that it has actually been a really good one for me. 2019 into early 2020 ended up being my real tough one. I managed to break my own heart twice which is quite an achievement in itself. Then as Covid hit I lost the tour myself and my circus partner had organised for the spring, (including the chance to bring our show to the new English National Ballet stage) and he decided to take a step back for circus and so we had to put the show to bed. Fidget Feet had to cancel all of its shows and plans, including the Irish Aerial Dance Fest. Everything just stopped. And once it did, I realised I was finally able to breath again. I had thrown myself into work to distract from heartbreak and pain and sadness and when the work stopped all I was left with was time. Time to deal with all the things I had been running from and which had been chipping away at everything I was.

This year has been a process of putting myself back together and finding out that I am not the same person I was in 2018. I still love to train and improve my aerial skills but the real pull is from creation, making work and being involved in making it. I’ve started thinking about things in the future that are not aerial related for the first time in years. I’ve been thinking about photography, music, even the possibility of one day maybe having children. It’s been scary, having this thing I’ve been so sure about for so long suddenly become uncertain. I still love it, I still want to do it every day, but I don’t think I want it to be so all consuming anymore. I want more out of life, I just haven’t figured out what that ‘more’ is yet. But I know it will come, because the tomorrow always follows today and as long as you don’t fall asleep there are always more twists and turns up ahead and exciting side adventures to be had.

Where to find Ash online

aislingcircusarts.com

Watch ‘Resurrection of the Moon‘, the latest work by Aisling Ní Cheallaigh and Cormac Byrne

Find Ash on social media: Instagram: @aislingcheallaigh / Facebook: @aisling.cheallaigh 

Watch more of Ash’s work on her YouTube channel & Vimeo.

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					On inclusivity… or being afraid we’ll get it wrong.
…or on not being inclusive cos’ we’re afraid that we don’t know enough or that we’ll cause offence.

I came across a video the other day on facebook called ‘Remarkable’. It was by Dr Kelsie Acton, who is a neurodivergent dancer, researcher and inclusive practice advisor for Battersea Arts Centre. In it she references a quote from an article ‘Considering Disability’ by Carrie Sandhal, Associate Professor on Disability & Human Development at the University of Illinois.

In her paper, the thing Sandahl finds most remarkable about the disability community is “the intention and effort to include all of the people to the fullest extent possible, not just all of the people when it’s convenient.” Acton confirms this, reflecting “sometimes that’s a little awkward and imperfect but we make it work and we learn from this.”

This statement led me to thinking; surely its better to have more folks trying to have an inclusive practice/studio and doing it imperfectly but learning along the way, rather than just a couple of folks out there doing it perfectly?

In my first experiences of working with D/deaf & disabled artists with Amici Dance Theatre (in 1993) and also on the 2012 Paralympic Games training programme (in 2012), I felt woefully under prepared in both cases. I didn’t have any specific training but just had to dive in, stay open, acknowledge that I really didn’t know what I didn’t know, and to ask questions. As well as keeping in mind that we’re all experts of our own bodies, but not anyone else’s! And it was a beginning and those things remain true.

For myself, I have a desire to keep researching good role models for accessibility and inclusion. I want to look at who’s doing things well and learn from them. I also want to reference outside of the art form to keep building on my understanding of how to apply inclusive and accessible principles. By creating more opportunities and pathways for D/deaf and disabled aerialists, we enrich our existing aerial community as well as growing our own imaginations and aspirations.

As a starting place for 2021, below are 4 highly respected UK-based inclusive companies and 3 independent artists utilising aerial in their work, each with exceptional inclusive and adaptive practice that we think y’all should know about, including links to toolkits and examples of their gorgeous work to whet your imaginations. We’ll continue to spotlight our accessibility role models via social media, so if you know of anyone else we should be shouting about, please do let us know.

Author: Lindsey Butcher

 

UK-based inclusive and adaptive performance companies

Extraordinary Bodies

Extraordinary Bodies is the UK’s leading, professional, integrated circus company. They create bold, radical and joyous large-scale performance. Their leading artistic practice increases national awareness of the integration of D/deaf, disabled and non-disabled artists working equally together.

“We make work with, for and about our communities; work that represents the diverse makeup of our society – onstage, offstage and in the audience.”

Extraordinary Bodies is formed from a strong partnership between leading showmakers Cirque Bijou and leading arts and diversity practitioners Diverse City. Both their partnership and the work they make breaks boundaries.

The Extraordinary Bodies panel of experts provide inclusivity training for circus trainers so that more youth circuses have capacity and skill needed to become inclusive. They have developed a toolkit so that training in inclusive practice is available for unaffiliated circus teachers/trainers – download the free Extraordinary Bodies’ inclusive circus practice toolkit.  

Graeae

Graeae is a force for change in world-class theatre, breaking down barriers, challenging preconceptions, championing diversity across the sector and boldly placing D/deaf and disabled artists centre stage.

Graeae have also created many productions where aerial work is integral to the piece and narrative. Artistic Director, Jenny Sealey (winner of the Liberty Human Rights Arts Award) co-directed the London 2012 Paralympic Games opening and closing ceremonies which trained so many D/deaf and disabled artists.

Lindsey first met Jenny when asked to run an audition for performers on sway pole for a collaboration between Strange Fruit & Graeae and was supported by the company to run the Paralympic Aerial Legacy Intensives (in 2013 and 2014).

Graeae also commissioned a fantastic series of new writing ‘Crips Without Constraints’. To keep yourself entertained through continuing lockdowns, you can watch and listen to the first 11 weeks of plays, podcasts and pictures right now and Part 2 starts Tue 19 Jan 2021 (released in the same place).

Extant

Extant was formed in 1997 and Extant  – the opposite of Extinct – was the name chosen by a group of professional visually impaired artists for the the emergence of a new, dynamic space, intended to redress their invisibility as artists and explore new creative territories.

Extant’s work pushes boundaries and pioneered theatre practice with the express inclusion of visually impaired performers and audiences, touring both nationally and internationally, additionally producing UK tours for international visually impaired artists.

They lead arts consultancies, seminars and research in access and technology have delivered training in education, business and the arts.

Extant have also designed outdoor site-specific multi-sensory productions and in 2019 created ‘Flight Paths’ with blind aerial artists Amelia Cavallo and Sarah Birdgirl.

Bare Toed Dance Company

Bare Toed Dance Company operates out of Dance City in Newcastle, run by artist/directors; Lynn Campbell, Rachel Kurtz and Jo Templey.

Weaving together their wide knowledge and experience they offer creative movement opportunities and aerial dance, including performance for children, families, educators and other practitioners.

“Our work is supported by a wealth of knowledge and research into child development and is strong as an inclusive practice. What we do has grown from the company member’s combined experience and influences and, of course, the deep wisdom of our moving bodies. We are lucky to have wonderful community of artists and practitioners around us here in the North East and in networks beyond.”

The company have made 2 aerial dance for family audiences – Downside Up and Above and Beyond. Their R&D teams for both works included children and young people with autism. Both pieces involved residencies in Thomas Bewick School in Newcastle exploring movement, cocoons and harness flight.

 

Individual artists  – makers & teachers 

Milton Lopes

Milton Lopes is a theatre and screen actor, aerialist, musician, writer and director. He is a multidisciplinary performing artist, who was born in Cape Verde Islands, and grew up in Portugal where he appeared in several TV programmes, feature films and theatre shows.

Able to speak fluent French, Spanish, English and Portuguese, Milton has worked as a performer in France, Angola, Brazil, Mexico, the UK and Portugal.  He has been based in London, England since 2007. From 2009 he has studied and performed in various aerial circus disciplines such as aerial hoop, Chinese pole, sway pole and aerial harness and is a self taught electric and acoustic guitarist and a singer.

Milton’s  short film from 2019 Elephant is from a work in progress and features new writing, circus and live music. They had aimed to go into full production in 2020 but are currently on hold due to the pandemic. 

Amelia Cavallo

Amelia Cavallo is a blind, USA born theatre practitioner, academic and workshop facilitator. They work as a multi-disciplinary performer, musical director, lecturer and consultant on access and audio description. Currently, they are a Phd candidate at the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama studying intersections of gender, disability and sexuality. They have also performed with disability led theatre companies such as Extant, Graeae and Birds of Paradise Theatre as well as with regional theatres such as the New Wolsey, Theatre Royal Stratford East and Royal Exchange Theatre, Manchester.

Amelia credits their work Extant as having a huge influence on their ethics around inclusive circus and in particular their 2019 production ‘Flight Paths.’

Amelia is also co-founder of Quiplash, a theatre company making space for disabled people across the LGBTQIA+ spectrum.

Rick Rogers

Rick Rodgers has been practising and performing partner acrobatics for over a decade as a wheelchair user and was performing circus arts and acrobatics long before he became disabled. He was International Cheer Union World Champion in 2011, 2017 and 2018.

He is the founder of ParaCheer International, who are a global charity promoting and supporting inclusive cheerleading, integrating disabled and non-disabled athletes into teams. They work with the International Cheer Union, National Federations and local All Star teams to grow and develop the disability inclusive divisions within cheerleading and offer resources, training and advice to federations, teams, coaches and athletes looking to either start a team or get involved in one.

Rick has also produced a ParaCheer Coaches manual (available from his website) as well as a great series of videos – ParaCheer’s Technique Tuesdays.

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Grounded with Lindsey Butcher
Inspired by Understory – a collection of insights from a diverse group of artists in the dance world – I felt it would be useful to curate a series of articles, musings and videos from professional aerialists at all stages of their careers on how we go about navigating these new times. Looking at our diverse pathways into the aerial arts and the breadth of practice out there, these contributions will be released every Wednesday.

I’m Lindsey Butcher and identify as she/her. I’m writing from my sofa in Brighton, in what is now our 3rd lockdown (sigh) pondering what might be useful to share with you, hmmm…

I describe myself as an independent aerial dance practitioner and also Artistic Director of Gravity & Levity and the European Aerial Dance Festival. ‘Practitioner’ seems to best describe the myriad of ‘hats’ worn here, that of performer, teacher, choreographer, director, administrator, fundraiser etc. I tend to shift variously and mostly contentedly, between the worlds of dance and aerial, sometimes alighting on my sweet spot of the perfect combination of both.

My routes in to aerial

I guess I’ve always been quite physical. I climbed (and fell out of) a lot of trees as a kid but I definitely wasn’t a natural at sports. I danced from being quite young, around 5 years old I think, attending classes locally at Mavis Burrows School of Dance in Barnsley, a couple of times a week. I’m sure I must have enjoyed it since I kept going and it was definitely the hub of my social life and main interest in my early teens.

At 16, I auditioned and was accepted for London Contemporary Dance School, having never seen any contemporary dance in my life prior to that! After LCDS, I joined Extemporary Dance Theatre and in my 2nd year was asked to learn Spanish web for a touring production, and yep you guessed, I was hooked. I began training with the legendary Sue Broadway, who was then Co Artistic Director of Ra-Ra Zoo circus theatre and basically hung out and trained with them whenever possible.

To cut a long story shorter (I’m trying to keep this brief but I have been around a long time…), I left the dance company and ran away with the circus. Yep I know that’s what everyone says and that it sounds corny but back in the 80’s, there were no circus schools or aerial training studios in the UK – unbelievable huh?! The only way to study aerial, was to join a company and to learn on the job, which is basically what I’ve continued to do ever since.

I don’t know, or at least can’t remember what kind of career I envisaged for myself back then… that I’d perform for a bit, actually probably for quite a while, and then something else would demand my attention. I’m sure I definitely didn’t imagine that I’d be quite so intimately and intoxicatingly involved in the aerial arts at the ripe old age, ahem, that I am now.

What have I learnt along the way

Many things just happened, they weren’t planned or driven by a particular intention – although some things definitely were. Often I followed my nose or heart, took a chance on something and dove in – which isn’t to suggest that this was never nerve wracking and even bewildering at times.

You also never know where one thing might lead. A conversation or one off workshop, for example, taught years earlier can suddenly blossom into something wonderful and totally unexpected – the world moves in very mysterious ways.

What else

I also said yes to everything in the beginning, particularly when I first went freelance. I was often driven by the fear that if I said no I wouldn’t get asked again, or latterly, that I’d actually retired and that nobody had thought to tell me!! Seriously though, it took me a while to figure out that this wasn’t actually working out so well for me; in saying yes to everything I was actually saying no to something else and that was often time for myself and/or my own work.

Over the years, (did I mention there’ve been a few), I’ve had to constantly remind myself to treat ‘me’ like a ‘longed for’ project; to afford myself the same respect, commitment, honesty, patience and curiosity, I would a project.

Also, remind yourself to enjoy the good stuff whilst you’re in it, revel in it!

There’ve been a few lean times where I worried about paying the bills and also that I’d retired – see previous section! I re-trained as a sports massage therapist, worked as a painter and decorator, washed peoples hair, worked behind a bar, packed parachutes and refuelled aircraft. I didn’t always make the best decisions!

Failing is important and also hard but if you only go with the stuff you know you’re not growing or learning, so why bother? You’ll also just get bored.  And sometimes through trying and failing and trying again, I actually learnt something new.

Advice I’d give to my younger self

…would most likely be ‘awww jeez, don’t be so hard on yourself’. As artists striving to improve and be the best version of ourselves, positive self-critique can be useful to a point but not if that starts to teeter towards beating ourselves up. Aspirations are good, comparisons to others are often unhelpful and success is a difficult thing to measure. I think a little more appreciation and self-love are good life skills to practise. We all feel like imposters at times. Acknowledge the areas where there’s room for improvement whilst keeping a focus on what you do well. And yes, yes, yes, to working hard at the thing that you love but not to the point of exhaustion.

Any artists starting out now, I fully believe that you’ll make work that I couldn’t even begin to dream of. My advice would simply be to keep learning and exploring, stay curious and see as much other work as you can. Keep making and sharing stuff. It doesn’t all have to be wonderful, it just gets you into the habit. And it’s likely it’ll never be ready to show in your mind anyway!

Ask for help if you need it. Ours is a pretty generous community  – other than the FB safety in aerial arts group, which can be vicious!

Be on time, show up fully, work hard, be nice. This is definitely not original advice but I stand by it, it’s served me well.

And finally

2020, what a beast! It’s been so cruel, decimating our performance sector (amongst many others) and revealing in stark contrast our more immediate and global inequalities. And yet it’s also been a time of reckoning. It certainly gave me an opportunity to reflect on what’s been, and the opportunity to examine my privileges and assumptions about the world and how often the inequalities show up within the art form I’m so passionate about. It was also a time to start unlearning some behaviours and examine unacknowledged prejudices, to notice who’s missing from our community and start working on how to actively address that.

My hope for 2021 is that (eventually) it’s a kinder and more just year for everyone.

Happy New Year.

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Portrait & Landscape – vertical dance conversations
Portrait and Landscape was conceived by Wanda Moretti with Kate Lawrence and our Lindsey as a way to connect the global vertical dance community, despite the current restrictions we face on movement and travel.

Over the course of 2021, some of the worlds leading vertical dance choreographers will propose a series of ‘gifts’ for our vertical dance community, comprised of a varied set of interventions: presentations, videos and practical lessons. They will also introduce a next generation vertical dance artist to present their work at each meeting.

Coming up next on July 7th we have however we have  Wanda Moretti and next generation artist Eleonora Dall’ Asta

Tickets are free but limited Portrait and Landscape 6

The full schedule of events is subject to change but currently runs as:

Season 1

3 Mar                          Kate Lawrence                      Esther Wrobel & Maliina Jensen

17 Mar                       Jo Kreiter                               Helen Wicks

5 May                         Chantal McCormick            Ria Murphy

Season 2

19 May                       Brenda Angiel                          Ana Armas

2 June                         Amelia Rudolph                     Roel Seeber

7 Jul                            Wanda Moretti                      Eleanora Dall Asta

Season 3

21 Jul                          Lindsey Butcher                    Kat Cooley

4 Aug                          Antoine le Menestrel            Claudie Gatineau

15 Sept                       Eduardo Torres                     Juan Leiba

Season 4

6 Oct                           Joanna Haigood                   Alice Shepherd

20 Oct                         Fabrice Guillot                      Scheherazade Zambrano

3 Nov                            Julia Taffe                              Diana Lopez – Postponed from 28 April

Supported by Wales Arts International with translation to Welsh courtesy of Bangor University @MDPBangor.

Facebook:   @Bangor University

Insta: @bangor_university @bangor_university

 

 

 

 



 

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					#GroundedAerial Blog Series
Inspired by Understory – a collection of insights from a diverse group of dance artists – we felt it would be useful to curate a series of articles, musings and videos from professional aerialists at all stages of their careers on how we go about navigating these new times.

Looking at our diverse pathways into the aerial arts and the breadth of practice out there, we hope our Grounded blog series offers you tips, motivation and hope.

Contributions will be released every Wednesday from mid January 2021 here on our website, so keep your eyes peeled for #GroundedAerialBlog on socials and sign up to our newsletter to be the first to know.

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Dissecting Aerial 2022
We’ve gone and changed the dates again – darn that Covid!  Dissecting Aerial 2021 has been moved to Jan 15th & 16th 2022.

Our aim is to live stream the symposium this year, with some live speakers, events and audience here in Brighton, connecting to International hubs of watching and presentations. This means that not only can you connect and join us from anywhere in the world but there’s also the potential to join us with a group of friends in your local studio in line with your local C19 guidance  – exciting eh.

We’re still figuring out the nuts and bolts of it all but there will also be recordings available of the sessions you missed in recognition of the varying time zones, with a hope for some live Q&A sessions – phew.

Full line up of speakers, timetable and prices coming shortly. Meanwhile here’s what we got up to on the last one http://www.gravity-levity.net/events/dissecting-aerial-2020-a-2-day-healthier-aerial-symposium/

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					A Heightened Sense of Tree R&D 2020
In this strange old year that was 2020, we were immensely grateful to be able to spend 10 days in Whirligig Woods with a phenomenal creative team to research our new show, ‘A Heightened Sense of Tree’.

This R&D has been a long time in the planning even prior to Covid. It’s been in discussion with the National Trust for over 2 years and in conversation between it’s main collaborators since Lindsey returned from working with Julia Taffe (Aeriosa) in Vancouver 2015. head on over to our production page to see more photos and a short film: http://www.gravity-levity.net/productions/a-heightened-sense-of-tree-rd/

 

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Why? at GDIF 2020
What an absolute joy and privilege it was to be able to perform ‘Why’ live at Greenwich and Docklands International Festival, for Without Walls in 2020.

‘Why’ is available for touring in 2021. For more information on tour booking, tech spec and to see the gorgeous gallery pics (courtesy of Mark Morreau), head over to ‘Why’ in Productions http://www.gravity-levity.net/productions/why/

 

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					EADF 2022 Date Announcement
EADF 2022 will run from 14-19 August 2022 inclusive. Bring it on!

Sadly and yet inevitably, given the year 2020 was, we had to postpone the festival that year. Then, given the continued uncertainty around gathering in numbers, coupled with our partners South East Dance and Brighton Dome/Festival having to stop building work on their new venue spaces, it simply wasn’t viable to run the festival in 2021 either. Sad face…

The upside of all this, (yes there is one), is that we’ve had a whole other year to plan for a smorgasboard of treats and unmissable events, to find a new home for the festival at the wonderful Worthing Pavillion Theatre, as well as writing plenty of funding applications. So now we’re crossing fingers, toes and anything else we can think of, that we’ll be able to run the EADF in an exciting new venue this year.


We’ll let you know as soon as it’s confirmed but meanwhile get those dates in your diaries and take a nostalgic look back at EADF 2019 – just look at all those folks in close proximity, laughing, hugging and having fun ahhhh, that’ll be us soon…



 

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					EADF 2019 DONE!
Wow, so that was our 10th edition of the EADF 2019 and what a way to celebrate 10 years! What an amazing journey it’s been starting from just a 4 day event back in 2010 to a full 2 week programme.

Thanks so much to our amazing hosts at the Point for making us all feel so at home, to all the wonderful tutors who’ve supported the festival over the years with their talent, good humour, generous teaching and tireless enthusiasm and thanks to all you who’ve participated over the years – we couldn’t do any of it with out you. Here’s to the next edition ….

Photos and vid coming soon – watch this space .

And as a reminder last our fabulous sponsors Firetoys offer is still running. They’re offering  a whopping 10% discount on all purchases* when you quote the code ‘10for10’. Amazing huh?But it doesn’t end there, each time someone uses the ‘10for10’ code, Firetoys donates 10% of the sale to the European Aerial Dance Festival!

Sponsorship like this helps us raise valuable funds that mean we can keep offering:

– subsidised ticket prices to make the festival affordable for you

– world-class tutors that are leaders in the industry

– two whole tutors per class to make sure you have the highest quality training

– mentored teacher training opportunities for professional aerial artists, to support individual and industry development

– performance opportunities for participants and tutors to showcase the best and newest talent in the industry, and

– replacing tired aerial equipment – cos’ sometimes things need replacing to keep you safe.

The code is available for the next 12-months only, so you can keep it in your pocket for a rainy day. You don’t have to be an EADF participant to use the code – you can share it far and wide. And by doing so you’re spreading double the love – 10% off for you and your buds and 10% investment to support a world-class EADF.

Win win eh? Brilliant.

					

				

							

		
			
				
		


			

			

				
					Vertical Dance Forum 2019 – Alternative Perspectives & Accessible Aerial
Back in January we were thrilled to host members of the Vertical Dance Forum for our 5th meeting as part of our Creative Europe/Arts Council England funded project, at The Point, Eastleigh and we had a blast.

So much experience, generosity, curiosity, love and laughter in the room – what a joy! Now we just have to figure out how to do it again!
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European Aerial Dance FestivalProfessional Development TrainingSymposiums & ConferencesGravity & Levity Shows
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